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ABSTRACT 

l-or thc post-closurc phasc of wastc package cooling in the proposed Yucca 

Mouníain Rcpository. it is important to bc ablc to picdict possiblc regions in the drift 

enclosure where condensation may occur. During this post-closure phase, natural 

convection and radiation are thc mcchanisms by which heat is transported from the 

heatcd w aste packagcs to tiic host rock. Material failure due to corrosion is a significant 

issue due to the ha/ardous materials being stored and the extensive project design life of 

10.000 years. 

The objective of the experimental investigation is to quantify the axial dispersion 

of a secondary gas in a horizontal enclosure including heat sources similar to the YMP 

drift configuration. Test results showed that the aided mixing due to unheated 

concentration buoyancy effects enhanced the dispersion coeff cient by 8 times. The 

heated tests in which a tiubulent plume from the simulated heater packages aided in 

mixing, >ielded an axial dispersion coefficient of 20 times molecular diffiision. 

The objective of the numerical investigation is to develop a 3-D computational 

fluid dynamics (CFD) model using Fluent based on the experimental mockup of a YMP 

configuration and to compare the steady-state mass-fransport results of the simulations to 

the experimental data. In this study, interest is focused solely on quantifying the 

increased axial mass dispersion of a secondary gas due to buoyancy. 
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CHAPTHRI 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

The 'Succa Mountain Projcct is a proposed icpository for spent nuclear material 

and high-Ic\cl radioacti\c wastc. The purposc ol"a repository is to safely isolate highly 

radioacti\ c nuclcar waste for at lcast 10,000 years. 

The >ucca Mountain Nuclear Repository project consists of two primary project 

phases. pre-closure and post-closure. For the first portion of the repository life (the pre-

closure phase). which may last tens to hundreds of years, nuclear waste package cooling 

WTII be aided b> forced convection. A ducting system wiU bring outside air through the 

drifts and back out to the environment. However, after a designated time, all ducts 

leading to the outside will be sealed off (the post-closure phase), and heat transfer from 

the w aste packages wiU be natural convection and radiation as the primary modes of heat 

transport. 

A YMP drift will consist of cylindrical waste packages arranged in a horizontal 

drift. The drifts themselves wiU lie deep (nearly 300m) within Yucca Mountain in the 

Amargosa desert of southwestem Nevada. Even with the drifts about 300 meters below 

Yucca Mountain, they still will remain on average about 300 meters above the water 

table. A simplifíed representation of the drift emplacement can be seen in Figure 1.1. 

The Amargosa desert has many features that make it atfractive to the repository project 



tor both dcsign functionality and longcvily. I'wo oi' ihcsc rcaliiics are particulariy 

important to the work discussed in this document, namely that: 

1. ^ucca Mountain rcccives less than 7.5-inches of precipitation on 

a\cragc per ycar and it is projected that a mere 5% of that water 

penetrates below the surface to contribute to groundwater flow in the 

\ a l l c \ 

The largcly uninhabited Amargosa valley exists in a great basin where 

underground w ater cannot escape into surrounding water supplies like 

the Las \egas Aquifer (1). 

Reposltory about 300 
meters below the surface 

. ^ ^ 

Nr 

*f4X 
Water table on average about 
300 meters below reposltory 

Figure 1.1. Repository and Waste Package Arrangement (2) 
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1.2 Motivation 

When the extensive design life of 10.000 years is taken into account, the overall 

transport of moisturc in the host rock and how this surrounding material interacts with the 

increased heat transport from the drifts on a "mountain-scale" are important topics in the 

design process. The mounlain-scale model cannot predict the convective or advective in-

drifí transport of heat or water vapor, so the desire is to the modeling program to address 

a critical environmenlal issue for the potential repository, specifícally heat release and its 

effect on water distríbution and transport in the mountain regions near the drifts by using 

linearized simplifications to generalize this thermosolutal fransport. Extensive work 

already has been completed on mountain-scale thermal aspects. However, there still is 

significant work to be done on the topic of water vapor transport, including how the drifls 

will affect groundwater flow in the moimtain and how this will alter moisture fransport 

within the drifts. There also is a need for a better understanding of the in-drift fransport 

of water vapor for concems of material corrosion and degradation rates and how these 

may afFect package stability. The work described in this thesis has the potential to 

contribute to the aspects of the moimtain-scale transport analysis as well as the 

drífl/package design. The goal is to evaluate the appropriateness of whether axial vapor 

transport can be approximated as a 1-D Fick's Law dispersion coefficient and to obtain 

experimental data regarding axial dispersion of trace gases in the presence of heating to 

aid in the evaluation and validation of a numerical model. A full-scale YMP drift is too 

cumbersome to model directly due to the high turbulence effects combined with a 

proposed drift length of approximately 600-m. With the development of a simplified 



model for in-drift transport along with experimental data, a validated numerical model 

would simplify further analysis and verify the appropriateness of a 1-D Fick's Law 

dispersion model. 

For the case of 1-D difftision of a binary gas, Fick's fírst law of diffusion is 

sufficient to explain the axial concenfration profíle of a binary gaseous mixture in a 

small, slender tube (3). When dealing with frace levels (<1% by volume) of a secondary 

gas in an isothennal binary mixtiue of this arrangement, a linear axial concentration 

profile can be assiuned for the steady-state case. However, in a larger scale isothermal 

tube where density gradients in the influence of gravity can create signifícant transport 

forces, the system must be modeled in three dimensions to accurately model the mass 

transport. In this 3-D case, as long as the aforementioned trace levels are utilized, the 

steady concentration solution remains linear in the axial direction away from the 

influence of wall efîects and the molecular diffiision coeffícient can be approximated by 

an effective axial dispersion coefficient. If it can be shown that the axial fransport of 

water vapor inside the drifts retains an approximately linear profile, then an effective 

dispersion multiple, defined as 

D EFF 

D ^ ^ = ^ (1-1) 

can be utilized to model the in-drift fransport of water vapor. 

YMP in-drift flow profiles further increase the complexity of axial dispersion of a 

binary gas by the inclusion of thermal enhancements due to heat fransport from the 

nuclear waste packages. This ratío of effective axial dispersion to molecular diffusion 

aids in quantiíying the amount of mass transport enhancement that is caused by increased 



buoyant flows in YMP drifts. 

The experimental and numerical efforts described in this thesis attempt to 

determine whether or not axial mass transport of a secondary gas is signifícantly 

enhanced by buoyant flow regimes in a YMP-like drift and to examine whether 

approximate linearity remains in the axial dispersion profile such that an effective axial 

dispersion coefficient is a suitable approximatíon for fitture modeling efforts. 

1.3 Literature Review 

Natural convection has received a great deal of attentíon in literature, especially 

for that of single-component fluids. Systems where the buoyant driving force is solely 

due to temperature gradients have received considerable notice both for intemal and 

extemal flow that are steady or unsteady, as well as for stable laminar and turbulent, and 

even transition ranges. Most of the defining characteristics of such flows have been 

sufiBcientíy explained and understood. Many different types of work have been 

conducted, including analytical, experimental, and numerical literature, for a wide array 

of applications and geometric arrangements. Many good reviews are available (4-7). 

The arena of combined driving forces, namely those containing thermal and 

solutal buoyancy gradients with either augmented or opposing effects, are continually 

receiving more attention. The topic of combined buoyancy forces is evident 

envfromnentally for how atmospheric flows are driven by thermal and water vapor 

concenfration gradients, in oceanography when studying how currents are affected by 

salinity or poUution concentrations interacting with temperature differences, and even 



volcanically (8) in predictíng growth formatíons and magma movement. Combined 

buoyancy forces also are important in the design of many industrial processes, like those 

involving mixing processes and crystal growth. In the design of buildings, appreciable 

gradients of temperature and component gases may exist and it is often desired to have 

such gradients minimized. Large variatíons in temperature and water vapor concentratíon 

can lead to occupant discomfort in additíon to overall building health concerns. Well 

organized reviews of work on natural convection due to combined driving forces are 

available (9-11) in which conmion geomefric and buoyancy orientations have been 

discussed along with several suggestíons for further research. 

1.3.1 Combined Thermal and Mass Transfer from a Vertical Flat Plate 

The earliest work found that attempted to understand the effects of combined 

thermal and species difflision was that of Somers (12), aimed at flows that arise adjacent 

to a wetted isothermal vertical wall in an unsaturated environment. Boundary layer 

developments due to small gradients of temperature and species concentration on the 

same order were solved for using an integral method analysis. Somers predicts with his 

analysis that the contribution to the overall driving force by species diffusion contribution 

is modified by square root of Le. This analysis, however, is reasonable only for Pr and 

Sc numbers around 1.0, with one buoyancy effect always dominant over the other. 

Shortly thereafter, Mathers et al. (13) approached the same problem of 

thermosolutal boundary layer development for very small concenfratíon gradients, but 

neglected inertia effects to ease in obtaining a solutíon. This is not generally permitted, 



limitíng their results to fluids of large Pr in thermally driven buoyancy flows. The results 

proposed, solved numerically on an analog computer, were only for Pr=\.0 and 5^=0.5-

10 fluid components with a ratío of solutal to thermal buoyancy effects from 0.5<7V<1.0. 

The numerícal results appeared to support tíie Le factor proposed by Somers. 

Additíonal integral analysis by Wilcox (14) led to transport equations that 

foUowed Somers by assigning a VZ? factor to tíie species diffiision induced component 

of buoyancy. In comparíson, however, tíie role of tíiermal effects on species diffusion 

leading to a species thermal diffusion term are not validated by the use of a simple 

integral method analysis for flows with these combined effects. 

GiU et al. (15) increased the understanding of binary gas diffusion by including 

varying transport properties, but the results stiU neglected species thermal (Soret) 

diffiision and diffusion thermal energy effects and concenfrated on flows where the 

concentratíons of component gases are similar. Early numerical analysis by Bottemanne 

(16) obtained a solutíon for the boimdary layer equations for Pr=0.1\ and Sc^.63i in an 

attempt to better understand the combined convection effects of water evaporation from a 

heated vertical surface. Using the ideal gas law to separate the thermal and concenfration 

gradients into two distinct driving forces, the numerical results yielded a good 

comparison to experimental results obtained for that particular combinatíon of air and 

water vapor. 

Callahan and Mamer (17) numerically solved for the boimdary layers in fransient, 

laminar natural convectíon along a vertical, isothermal flat plate. Using a finite 

difference procedure and assuming constant fluid properties, except for density, present 



solutíons for the velocity, temperature, and concenfratíon boundary layers for fluids of 

Pr=1.0 and Sc~\, and for aligned driving forces. Callahan and Mamer came to several 

distínct conclusions. They found tíiat for constant properties, except for density, the 

solution is dependent solely on tíie parameters Pr, Sc. and A', the buoyancy ratío, and that 

for tíiermosolutal aligned flows, botíi Nui and 'Shi (axial mean values) are higher than the 

values when thermal convectíon is tiie lone buoyancy force 

Further works (18-24) discussed issues for combined natural convection with 

opposing buoyancy forces and considered the asymptotic behavior of flows when the 

driving forces are comparable, N~±\. Results from the opposing cases tended not to 

agree with the previous solution formulations of Somers and Wilcox. Gebhart and Pera 

(25), through analytical and ntunerical analysis, showed the buoyancy ratio range 

stability planes for which laminar histabilities occur when the driving forces are similar 

in magnitude and oppose each other. The details of these buoyancy ranges are complex 

and too extensive to stunmarize here. The reader is referred to the paper for the results 

discussion. 

1.3.2 Thermosolutal Convection in Enclosures. Pr>\ 

The problem of thermosolutal effects were extended from that of just a vertical 

flat surface and began to focus on the flow pattem effects that combined buoyancy forces 

have in enclosures. De Leeuw Den Bouter et al. (26) presented an experimental study of 

simultaneous thermal and solutal effects by use of an electrochemical method. The 

apparatus consisted of a vertical source wall of copper, maintained at constant 
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temperature. in a copper sulfate - sulftu-ic acid solution. The experimental results 

correlated with combined effects and agreed well with the VZê factor of Somers for the 

aided buoyancy force case. When tíie effects were opposing, though, the effects appeared 

random and unsteady. Even so, the augmented effect agreement is surprising since the 

experíment utílized fluid components witíi Pr~10 and Sc~2000. 

Subsequentíy, experímental (27-31) and numerical (32-37) work dealing with 

thermosolutal convectíon in enclosures witíi horizontal temperature and concentratíon 

gradients and fluids of Pr>\ saw an increasing amount of interest. Particularly for 

industríal processes involving crystal growth, the fransport process has a profound 

influence on the desired quality and stmctiue of the solid phase. Actual experiments on 

crystal growth were exfremely difficult due to the high temperatures, large pressure 

differences with the ambient and severely corrosive solutions used in the process, which 

led to the increasing development of numerical models. To better understand the 

potential complex flow pattems in enclosures, Bennacer and Gobin (38, 39) provide an 

analytical scaling analysis as well as numerical results for a wide range of factors, 

including a comprehensive account of potential flow regimes as a result of varying 

thermophysical and buoyancy ratio parameters. Thefr attempts may have been limited to 

augmented flows of combined, aided buoyancy, but stiU help to iterate the fact that many 

experiments in this area of interest fail to deal witii the effects of spatial uniformity in the 

wall boundary conditions which limits the effectiveness of their results. 



1.3.3 Thermosolutal Convection in Enclosures, Pr<] 

As tecliniques for growing uniform and high quality crystals in industrial 

processes became more common, the need for additional research into areas of better 

quality for higher volume processes spread. Faster growth rates and better unifomiity for 

a larger range of crystal types led to the development of vapor deposition and other 

techniques utilizing high temperature and high pressure gaseous processes with extremely 

corrosive and dangerous fluids. Experiments witíi such conditions were found to be 

extremely diíTicult. which led to more advanced analytical work in conjunctíon with 

numerical simulatíon to obtain flow field solutíons. 

KJosse and UUersma (40), in 1973, made profound steps in the work of modeling 

natural convection in a vapor fransport process by making numerous simplifying 

assumptíons in order to obtain a closed form analytical solution. Due to certain 

assumptíons, however, there were no thermophysical limits specified, which brought 

doubt on the validity of thefr analysis. Several years later, Jhaveri and Rosenberger (41) 

numerícally solved for the flow fields generated by horizontal temperature and 

concentratíon gradients in low aspect ratio enclosures by gaseous fluid combinations and 

established a range for which Klosse and UUersma's analytical solution applies. Other 

numerical works followed (42-45), expanding the knowledge of the complex flows that 

occm- in horizontal and inclined rectangular enclosures due to horizontal temperature and 

concentratíon gradients, all aimed toward the problem of understanding and optimizing 

crystal growth processes. 

10 



Due to a lack of experimental work for numerical models to compare to, Weaver 

and Viskanta (46) were motivated to constioict and apparattis in order to investigate the 

effects of horizontal themial and solutal gradients in a rectangular enclosure using binary 

gases. For aided flows (N>0) (see equatíon 2.11 and sectíon 2.1 for fiuther explanatíon 

of the buoyancy ratío term), their results showed good agreement with streamline 

predictions. However. as a result of tíie unsteady natiire of opposing flows (N<0), 

visualization pattems and sfreamline predictions were poor. Buoyancy ratíos near -1.0 

yielded visualizatíons in some regions (except upper portions of the cold wall) that 

showed agreement witíi predictíons, but tíiese visualizations deteriorated as N became 

more negatíve. This work showed tíiat a steady-state niunerical model cannot predict the 

temperature and concentratíon fields for opposing buoyancy flows. 

In the design of dwellings and buildings, the topic of moisture and thermal 

transport in the cavity spaces between floors, the vertical gap between walls, and the 

space between the ceilings and roofs arises quite frequently. The thermal fransport and 

Nusselt numbers in such cavities is quite well imderstood (47), but Sherwood numbers 

for moisture transport in such spaces is often assumed to be one, the pure diffusive case. 

This repeatedly led to inadequate design criterion for stractures in high humidity or 

growth prone envfronments, causing moisture buildup and eventually severe bacterial, 

íungal, or parasite growth and stmcture rot concems. 

Ctmningham (48, 49) attempted to pose solutíons for the problem of moisture 

concenfratíon in many different types of building cavities, but most results stiU proved to 

be inadequate in their practical application. Studies in the field of elecfrolysis and the 

II 



design and opcration of clcctR hcmical rcaclors (48, 50) with gcomcfries and vertically 

aligncd buo>ancy gradients similar to thosc olbuilding cavitics has becn completed, but 

the Lcw is numbcr o\' salt solutions uscd in thcsc cxperiments arc typically 300 times 

largcr than that of air-watcr \apor mixtures. Wcc ct al. (51), used a novel experimental 

apparatus that utili/cd porous piatcs at thc top and bottom of a low aspect ratio enclosure 

to control conccniration boundarics for watcr vapor and air. With these experiments, 

along with a numerical modcl, W'cc et al. presented flow profiles and a range of 

Sherw ood numbcrs appropriate for building cavities found in stmctures in New Zealand. 

Studies b> Costa (52) expanded the understanding of thermosolutal transport in 

building cavities for square enclosures and enclosures of high aspect ratio, with heights 

greater than two times the length. These studies both show that even small changes m 

concentration or temperatiue at the boundaries or in the buoyancy ratio seriously affect 

the temperature and concentration fields. 

.^dditional \ariation of the boundary conditions by Weaver and Viskanta (53) led 

to another experimental enclosure apparatus in which horizontal temperature gradients 

and vertical concentration gradients were imposed. This work was aimed at the problems 

of undesired liquid spiUs adjacent to a vertical heat source, such as a nuclear reactor or 

chemical processing tank. Experimental data for a range of both aligned and opposing 

buoyancy ratios was analyzed. As the buoyancy ratio was decreased from positive values 

to negative ones, the solutal buoyancy force did not dominate the flow field until N=-4.S 

was obtained. The limits of the apparatus kept the experiment from attaining buoyancy 
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ratíos much greater than the dominant solutal value, and remarks for the need of a more 

extensive experimental setup were made. 

In many of these sources, dispersion enhancement in the direction normal to the 

affectíng gradients is shown when tíie buoyant forces are aligned. There is no reliable 

ti^nd for dispersion enhancement when tíie buoyancy forces are in opposition and far 

from A^l due to tfie unstable natiu-e of tíiese flows. In fact, when A^~l, dispersion 

enhancements are typically less tíian tíiat which would occur by convective mass transfer 

alone, regardless of Lewis number. 

1.3.4 Thermosolutal Natural Convection over a Horizontal 
Cfrcular Cvlinder 

An enormous amoimt of work has been conducted and many papers published on 

thermal convection over a horizontal circular cylinder, both as a supported heat source in 

a free envfronment and as an enclosed concenfric or eccenfric armulus arrangement. As 

early as 1948, Eckert and Soehngen (54, 55) used a Mach-Zehnder interferometer to 

record temperature fields about a uniformly heated horizontal circular cylinder. A 

developed heat plume above the cylinder was clearly iUustrated by the interference 

fiinges of isotherms in the flow field. Some years later, Morgan (56) compiled an 

extensive amount of data from various experiments conducted between the years of 1892 

to 1970 and presented improved empirical correlations of heat fransfer rates for a wide 

range of Rayleigh numbers, from the conduction driven regime to highly turbulent flows: 

10-'°<i2a7<10'l 
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In tíie past thirty years. tíiere have been numerous investigatíons of buoyancy 

driven flow and transport in the annulus between two horizontal cylinders. For most of 

tfie literature reviewed on tfiis topic, the flow is assumed to be invariant in the axial 

direction, leading to a two-dimensional modeling of the system. Kuehn and Goldstein 

(57) as well as Gebhart et al. (6) have presented comprehensive surveys of literature on 

this topic, with only those addressing tíiermosolutal effects presented here. Typical 

geomefric parameters for tíiis concentíic arrangement are those of gap width (L), the 

distance between tfie two cylinders expressed as tíie difference of the cylinder radii; and 

radius ratío (5), the ratío of the outer cylindrical radius and the inner cylindrical radius. 

Hasan and Mujamdar (58) completed an analytical study of boundary layer 

analysis of simultaneous heat and mass fransfer by natural convection about a horizontal 

circular cylinder in a quiescent medium. Using Boussinesq approximations to isolate the 

two distinct driving buoyancy forces, a numerical evaluation of their three-equation ODE 

solutíon showed that the local Sherwood number increased as the thermal buoyancy 

forces increased. In addition, the local surface heat transfer and local wall shear stress 

were enhanced for the diffiision of lower molecular weight gases. This local similarity 

analysis, however, fails to model separated flows and is only applicable to the boundary 

layer region from 0° (bottom center) to 135° of the cylinder. 

In a transient numerical analysis by Phanikumar and Mahajan (59), thermosolutal 

convection over an isothermal horizontal cylinder was studied. They systematícally 

provided details of flow fields and the nature of interactíon between thermal and species 

concentration fields for thermal buoyancy forces in the laminar range of 10^<iîa7<10^. 
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The numerical results of heat fransfer Nusselt number for thermally driven flows match 

well to tfie works of Kuehn and Goldstein (57), Saitoh et al. (60), and Wang et al. (61). 

Their data is also in excellent agreement witíi Hasan and Mujamdar (58) for Nusselt and 

Sherwood numbers from 0° (bottom center) to 135° for aiding (Â = +2) to mildly 

opposing (A^ -0.5) flows. Phanikiunar and Mahajan have also presented streamline data 

for the same buoyancy ratío range in tíie regions surrounding the cylinder in a quiescent 

environment and show evidence of a double plume for opposing flows. They also 

address the issue of a critícal buoyancy ratio (when driving forces are opposing) for 

which unstable and unsteady flows occur, Ncrii ~ -0.59. 

Even with studies experimentally investigating the problem of heat and mass 

transfer and its effects in a quiescent solutally sfratified HiO-NaCl medium (62, 63), 

Dosch and Beer (64) were the first to investigate such effects in a horizontal concentric 

annulus. Using a numerical model in conjunction with experimentation, both approaches 

were first validated by comparing only a thermally driven flow with Kuehn and Goldstein 

(57). The experimental apparatus (S= 0.75, L= 40mm) was able to generate data in the 

range 1.06<A/<6.12 and 4.0xlO^<i?íZ7<2.5xlO .̂ The main purpose of the experiment was 

to produce flow field visualizatíons to demonstrate the influence of solutal sfratífication 

on the formatíon of layered convection and its effect on temperature and concentration 

profiles. With the numerical study, validated by experimental results, Dosch and Beer 

were able to produce fransient results on the formation of such complex stratified flow 

fields. No results for opposing driving forces or turbulent flows were presented here. 
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In contiast to othcr geometrics and boundary conditions, thermosolutal transport 

in tíie annulus between horizontal concentric cylinders with a radial heat transfer and 

axial concentration gradicnt has novcr been investigated to this author's knowledge. The 

symmefrN of the boundary conditions, when examined individually, have predictable 

results. This paper will attempt to address the solutal transport effects when the two 

conditions are combined in an experimental apparatus and a numerical model. 
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CHAPTER II 

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

2.1 Theoretic Basis 

For a 3-D chamber of steady laminar flow, assuming ideal gas approximatíons 

and constant transport properties //, x//, and D, the set of modeling equations (in tensoral 

notatíony= 1.2.3) for mass, momentum, energy, and species are: 

3», 
9x 

^ = 0, (2.1) 

8w o u 

, ax / , 
1 '^P PA 

p axj p 
(2.2) 

d^T q 

pc/ 
(2.3) 

(2.4) 

It is expected that the effective mass-diffusion coefficient for the unheated 

experiment wiU be greater than the I-D diffusion problem due to the potentíal magnitude 

of the species density term on the far right-most side of equation 2.2. The binary field is 

assimied to be Newtonian and its density is supposed to be constant, except in the driving 

term of the Navier-Stokes equation, where it varies with local temperature and solute 

mass fraction. To more easily examine these driving forces from density gradient let us 

assmne for the moment that the Oberbeck-Boussinesq approximation may used in 
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replacement of the ideal-gas approximation for local fluid density. With this, the 

tfiermophysical properties of the fluid mixture are taken as constants, and they are 

assumed at a reference temperature r,,,, and solute mass fraction C.,/to give: 

p{T,C)=Pf,fi^-p\T-Tf,f\-p''[c-Cf,f]. (2.5) 

In this experiment, the temperatiue gradients occur vertically in a concentric cylinder 

orientation with dimensionless parameters of thermal natural convection being the 

Rayleigh number based on gap-widtii (57) and tíie Prandtl number. 

av a 
(2.6) 

Concentration gradients occur horizontally in the low aspect ratio enclosure with 

corresponding parameters for mass fransfer by natural convection being the solutal 

Rayleigh ntunber and the Schmidt number 

^ av D 
(2.7) 

where, for example, for ideal gas behavior 

h=-
^dp} 
ydCj 

and PT — 

T,P 

^dp} 
ydTj 

MW, 
[^MWc 

^ - 1 
P 

P,C 

\_ 

T 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

see Saville and ChurchiU (65). MWc is the molecular weight of the diffushig species and 

MWa refers to the other component. 
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Another important dimensionless tenn, the Lewis number, is defined as a 

combinatíon of tfiermophysical quantitíes in order to better relate the driving forces 

involved. 

, Sc a /^ irts 
Le = — = — (2.10) 

Pr D ^ 

For gases like tíie ones used in tíiis experiment, Pr, Sc, and Le are all of order 1. 

When dealing witíi thermosolutal convection in a closed chamber, the ratio of 

buoyancy forces including tíiermophysical propertíes can effectively show which driving 

force, either tfiermaJ of solutal, dominates tíie flow profile (16). 
N={s{C-Cj Ra^ (2.11) 

MT-T^) Raj 

By this relatíon, N is considered positíve when both the local C and T are greater than or 

both less than their respective bulk values, and A'̂  is considered negative when one of the 

local values for C OT T are less than the bulk value while the other is greater than the bulk 

value. This assumption is effective only when the two buoyancy forces occur on the 

same siuTace. WTien the two forces occur on opposite or adjacent surfaces, N is called the 

stability ratio. Also, since Le~\ in this analysis, N~NILe and wiU be denoted only by Â . 

For the imheated experimental cases, heat transfer is effectívely zero yielding a 

large A'̂  value; a dominant concentratíon gradient driven flow profile. In the heated cases, 

however, RaT»^s, so O^A'^I; a thermally dominant flow profile. For the heated 

experimental cases, the solutal mixture is convectívely carried by the flow driven by 

thermal buoyancy effects and only minor augmentation to the chamber flow profile 
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occurs, N is considered negative when density gradients due to local temperatiire and 

solute mass fi^ctíon oppose each otíier (28,36). 

The unheated experimental case yields a base-line for comparison with convective 

and conductive heat additíon from simulated YMP nuclear waste package (from here on 

referred to as heater package) flow enhancements. For trace levels of carbon dioxide 

(CO2) in tiie 3-D experiment it is assumed tíiat due to symmetry in the dominant thermal 

boundary conditíons, tíie axial concenfratíon profile remains effectívely linear such that 

the linearity of an effective axial dispersion coefficient (66) can be evaluated. 

JCO,=-DEFF^PCO, (2.12) 

Rearranging this equation to solve for the effective axial diffiision of the 

secondary gas yields: 

"^co. 
^ ^ ^ - = " 7 ^ ' (2.13) 

^^Pco, 

By controUing the mass injection rate of CO2 gas into a fixed volume, an axial 

species density gradient can be measured and an effective axial dispersion coefficient 

computed. This effective dispersion coefficient may then be expressed in the form of a 

ratio vdth the molecular diffusion coefficient, as shown in equatíon 1.1. The axial 

species density gradient can also be monitored for linearity to ensure that assmnptions 

used for formulate equation 2.12 are appropriate. 
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2.2 Experimental Apparatus 

In tfie consfructíon of the experimental apparatíis, it is important to consider a 

system tfiat allows for expandability while maintaining repeatability and minimizing 

uncertainty. The apparatus was constíoicted and tested at Sandia National Laboratories, 

NM. All experimental testíng occurred in a confroUed laboratory on site at Sandia. The 

initíaJ constiaints were to create a scaled YMP-like drift with heater packages at 

approximately 1/14* scale. The apparatus only needed to be long enough to simulate 

potential heater package flow dependence but stiU capture a suffîcient axial concentration 

profile. 

Initial estimates on the magnitude of the thermal and solutal buoyancy forces led 

to the conclusion that the thermal effects dominate the flow field and any binary gas 

mixture of Z,e~l and Pr~0.1 would give very similar results. In order to minimize solutal 

interaction in the flow field ~IOO-ppm levels of a secondary gas are needed. Typical 

water vapor sensors do not have the resolution or time response at these levels to obtain 

adequate measurements. Water vapor is also difficult to work with at ambient 

temperatures and presstues due to the possible formation of condensate that carmot be 

accounted for with only vapor sensors. Carbon dioxide was selected as the secondary gas 

due to high sensor resolutíon at low cost and a steady experiment was chosen due to slow 

sensor response characteristics. 

The test apparatus consisted of two mass-flow inlets, one for the secondary gas 

(I) and one for purge afr (2), upstream (3) and downsfream (4) mixing plenums 
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connected to thc tcst chambcr (5) b> poious plates (6). and a purge gas outlet (7) as 

shown \n liguic 2.1 bclow. .\lso shown in Figuic 2.1 arc thc additional test equipment; 

the CO: scnsors (8). thc hcatcr packagcs (9), and thc mixing fans (10). 

Fisure 2.1. YMP Test Section Schematic 

_ 11 i - -1? L 
on The concept of this apparatus was to constantly injecf 

dioxide gas (at locatíon labeled item 1 in Figure 2.1) into the first (upstream) mixing 

plenum. The fan mixed the gas sufficiently enough to create a near-miiform concentration 

profile on the test chamber side of the porous plate. The porous plates served two 

purposes, to provide uniform concentration boundary conditions for the test chamber and 

to allow the diffusive transport of the carbon dioxide gas without transferring any of the 

mixing momentum into the test chamber. The carbon dioxide then propagates down the 

length of the test chamber until it reaches the near-uniform concenfration profile on the 

second porous plate attached to the downstream mixing plenum. In this downsfream 

mixing plenum, a flow rate of ulfra-zero "purge" air was injected and thoroughly mixed 
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by anotfier mixing fan. The flow rate of purge air was established such that the ratío of 

mass flow rates of tíie two gases would yield a concentratíon level similar to ambient 

carbon dioxide levels in order to discourage back-diffiision from the ambient into the 

plenum. This topic of back-diffiision is discussed fiuther in sectíons 2.2.6 and 4.3.4. 

2.2.1 Test Chamber Interior and Porous Plates 

The interior of tfie test chamber contains tíie heater packages, temperatiu-e 

sensors, and COi sensors. The upsfream plenum, test chamber, and downstream plenum 

outer walls were constíncted of 12-inch ID opaque polyvinyl chloride (PVC) plastíc 

tubing. Each of the mixing pleniuns was attached to the test chamber by sleeves and a 

coupling that sandwiched the porous plates. The inside of the coupler was machined so 

that the 27.6-cm diameter, 1-cm thick porous plate could fit carefuUy and snugly inside. 

The couplers were sealed around the porous plates by a soft mbber gasket to prevent any 

extemal leaks or intemal flow bj'pass. The porous plates were manufactured by 

SoilMoisture Eqi pment Corp. out of a ceramic developed from a high ffred Alumina 

body, resulting in a porous, inert material with excellent porous consistency. These plates 

(Cat. no. 0606D11-B10M3) had an approximate porosity of 45% by volmne with a 

tnaximmn pore (£)/>) size of 2.5-|im. Transport resistance analysis for the porous plates 

was completed in section 3.1.2. 
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2.2.2 Data Acouisitíon 

The data logger was a Campbell Scientífic CRIOX combined with an AM416 

multíplexer. The data logger program consisted of two types of sensor input, 0-10 volts-

DC and type-T thennocouples. Since tíie CRIOX had a maximum channel input voltage 

of 0-2.5 volts-DC, a 10-1 voltage divider was used on all CO2 sensors. Barometríc 

pressure was measured using a Vaisala PTA-427A with a range of 60-160 kPa and a 0-5 

volts-DC. A voltage divider was not necessary on this channel since a nominal 

baromettic pressure of 83.5 kPa would create 2.45 volts-DC output, which did not exceed 

channel specificatíons. 

2.2.3 Plenmn Mixing 

The mixing fans were small 40mm axial fans rated for 12-VDC at 90mA and 

were voltage regulated down to 5-VDC since sufficient mixing on in the plenmns could 

be obtained Avith a fractíon of the fan's nominal flow rate. At these settings, both fans 

together would produce less than I-Watt of heat which is insignificant for the volume of 

afr in the mixing plenum. These fans were used solely to enhance mixing in the upsfream 

and dovmstream plenums in an attempt to create a fuUy-mixed condition which in tiun 

would create as near uniform concentratíon profile on the test chamber side of the porous 

plates. 
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2.2.4 Heater Packapes 

The heater packages were constioicted out of 6061-T6 aluminum round stock 

machined to three cylinders, each of 10.16-cm (4-in.) in diameter and 12.7-cm (5-in.) 

long. The centeriine axis of tfie cylinder was bored out to give a 0.635-cm (1/4 in.) 

diameter, 8.26-cm deep hole in which a 100-watt carfridge heater (Omega cat. no. CSH-

101100/120) cottfd be pressed and centered inside. A total of three heater packages were 

constíncted each witfi four tfu-eaded holes for attaching legs made of 0.5" threaded rod in 

order to stand them up center-lined in tíie test chamber. The heater packages were placed 

inside the test chamber (axis horízontal) and the legs were adjusted to provide a 

concentríc arrangement A photograph of the preliminary test chamber assembly, 

showing the axial placement of the heater packages can be seen in Figure 1.2. 

The measured values for heater cartridge resistance and the calculated current and 

power for a range of input voltages is shown in Table 2.1. Type-T thermocouples were 

attached at the outer surface at the top-center of each heater package for thermal 

monitoring purposes. Further discussion on the necessity of additional temperature 

probes is discussed in Section 2.2.5. 
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Figure 2.1. 

Table2.1. 

Axial Heater Package Arrangement 

Heater Cartridge Properties 

Watts 

100 
80 
70 
60 
50 
40 
30 
25 

Heater#l 
149.7 Ohms 

Volts 

122.4 
109.4 
102.4 
94.8 
86.5 
77.4 
67 
61 

Amps 

0.82 
0.73 
0.68 
0.63 
0.58 
0.52 
0.45 
0.41 

Heater #2 
138.8 Ohms 

Volts 

117.8 
105.4 
98.6 
91.3 
83.3 
74.5 
64.5 
60 

Amps 

0.85 
0.76 
0.71 
0.66 
0.60 
0.54 
0.46 
0.43 

Heater #3 
136.6 Ohms 

Volts 

116.8 
104.5 
97.8 
90.5 
82.6 
73.9 
64 
60 

Amps 

0.86 
0.77 
0.72 
0.66 
0.60 
0.54 
0.47 
0.44 

Package heating was controUed by use of an independent impedance dial (dimmer 

switch) for each heater. Voltage input was monitored by a digital multimeter in 
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conjunction with mcasurcd resistancc \alucs Ibr cach cartridgc hcatcr so that an equal 

and unitomi hcat flux could bc imposcd. lo aid in maintaining a ncar continuous heat 

input to thc tcst chamhcr w ithout cxcccding sensor temperature limits, a solid state relay 

was incorporated into the thermal control station. Additional coding in the data logger 

program allowcd for the CRIO.X to monitor intemal chamber air temperature and to tum 

tíie heater packages on and otT\ ia the relay in order to maintain a predetermined chamber 

temperatiue range. 

2.2.5 Carbon Dioxide Sensors 

The CO2 sensors w ere distributed along the top and bottom of the test chamber 

and placed between the packages so that they would be located within the buoyant flow 

field but not in the hottest portion of the heated plume. Eight type-T thermocouples were 

run through the top of the chamber wall such that two thermocouples would come in 

contact w ith each CO2 sensor located 4-cm in from the wall of the test chamber. These 

thermocouples serve two purposes: to monitor the temperature of the fluid inside the test 

sectíon and the approximate temperature of each CO2 sensor. It is necessary to monitor 

the individual CO2 sensor temperamres since the sensors are only rated for temperatures 

of 60°C or less (which limits the amount of heat input available from the heaters), and are 

also slightly temperature sensitive. The output variation due to sensor temperature can be 

accoimted and corrected for by using a proportional univariate calibration technique that 

wiU be discussed later in section 2.3.2. 
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2.2.6 Sccondary Gas Flow C\Mitrol 

The rangc ot the mass-flow mctcis was cstimated in order to give a test chamber 

sccondiu-> gas conccntiation lc\ cl appropriatc for thc sensors ranges of 0-5000 ppm. This 

cstimation involvcd soKing I-D steady Fickian diffusion in a tube with constant mass 

mjection at onc end. (x=0), and /cio concentration at the other end, (.v=/), to estímate the 

pure-dirtusion basc casc. Thc modcling equation for 1-D steady diffusion in a tube, from 

Bird et al. (3) is: 

d-p Q dp, ^^ 
dx' DA dx 

(2.14) 

with boundarv conditions: 

p,(x = L) = 0, 

-DA dp 
dx 

+ QpXx = 0) = tn, 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 
1=0 

The solution for species density in [kg/m ] is: 

m. .,w=f 
V 

l _ e Z ) / (2.17) 

In order to compute the desired mass injection rate from this solution, the 

molecular diffusion coefficient for a binary mixture involving air and CO2 must first be 

determined. Bird et al. (3), also state that for binary gas mixtures at low pressure, the 

molecular difftision coefficient is inversely proportional to the pressure, increases with 

temperature, and is aknost independent of composition for a given gas pafr. The 

following equation was developed by Slattery and Bird (67), from a combination of 

kinetic theory and cortesponding-states arguments: 
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p 
(2.18) 

yjTcA • TcB J 

Hcrc D has units of [cm-.'s]. P is [atm]. and Tis [K]. The constants a and /? were 

chosen to bc 2.745x10"' and l.,S23, rcspectivcly. for non-polar gas pairs (67). The terms 

usmg subscript cA or cB correspond to the "critical" property for that specific gas. This 

correlation fíts w iih experimental data for scvcral sclcct gas pairs at atmospheric pressure 

v,iú\ an a\crage deviation of 6-S"o (67). Having incorporated the temperature range 

cxpected in tíie test chamber of the experiment, the local pressure, and critical gas 

properties. tíie molecular diffiision coeffícient for a CO^-Air mixture was computed to be 

a rangc of D= 1.S2\ 10"'-2.51x10' m /̂s for temperattues of 7^289-350 K. The reference 

\alue for D in all effectíve dispersion multiple (DM) calculatíons was taken as the lower 

range (ambient) value of 1.82x10"̂  m'ls. 

Using the solution obtained in equation 2.17 and the reference value for D, the 

mass injection rate of CO2 gas was varied imtil an upstream concentration level 

appropriate for the CO2 sensors (0-5000-ppm) was achieved and the ambient downstream 

conditíon \\ as met. The downstream concentration level is set by the purge rate of zero-

afr in the plenum. A mass flow rate of 8.9x10'^ kg/s was obtained for the 1-D solution. 

Based on this flow rate, an Omega gas flow controUer (model number FMA-2602A) with 

a control range of 0-2.52x10'^ kg/s for CO2 (at 7^289-K and P=84-kPa) was chosen for 

the experimental upstream inlet control. A brief list of equipment is included in Table 

2.2. A complete list of all major experimental components can be found in Appendix A. 
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Table2.2. BricfListof 

Component 

CO: Sensor 

CO; Sensor 

Porous Plate 

CO: Mass Flow 
Controller 

Zero-Air Mass Flow 
Controller 

Heater Cartridges 

Thermocouples 

Atmospheric Pressure 
Transmitter 

Differential Pressure 
Transmitter 

Data Logger 

Multiplexer 

Major Experimental 1 

Manufacturer 

Vaisala 

Vaisala 

SoiIMoisture 
Equipment Corp. 

Omega 

Omega 

Omega 

Omega 

Vaisala 

Dwyer Instmments 

Campbell Scientific 

Campbell Scientifíc 

iquipment 

Part Number 

GMT222 w/ GMP222 probe 
(0-5,000ppm range) 

GMD20 (0-2,000ppm range) 

0606DI1-B10M3 

FMA-2602A 

FMA-5608-ST-VCR 

CSH-101100/120 

5TC-TT-T-24-72 

PTA 427-A 

Series 475 Mark II 

CRIOX 

AM416 Relay Multiplexer 

... 

Qty. 

6 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

12 

1 

1 

1 

I 
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2_̂3 Calibration, .Analysis lcchnique. and Uncertaintv 

It was immcdiatcly cvidcnt upon thc initial installation olthe CO^ sensors that a 

scnsor-to-scnsor calibnition was ncccssary. Even when placed next to each other on a 

tablc in the lab. there was as much as a 70 ppm variation in the uncalibrated sensor 

output. 

2.3.1 Calibration Technique 

The CO; scnsors were installed through the exterior wall of the test chamber and 

sealed in place w ith silicone RTV to reduce chamber leakage. AU thermocouples were 

pre-installed and properly situated. The test chamber was carefiiUy measured and a total 

vapoT volume w as calculated in order to compute the necessary series of gas injections to 

provide known CO2 concenttatíon levels. A list of all vapor space volumes and 

significant obstmction \olumes are shown in Table 2.3. 
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Table 2.3 Ixpcrimental .Xpparatus Volumc Measuremcnts 

\oid Spaccs 
Upstream Plcnum 
lcst Chamber 

Downstrcam Plenum 
Porous Platcs (45% porosity) 

Obstructions 
Heater Packages 
Heater Standoffs 
Porous Platcs (45% porosity) 
CO: Sensors 

Total Volume 

Volume 
11,402 ± cm^ 
77,780 cm' 
13,517 cm^ 

556 cm 

Volume 
3,089 cm' 
135 cm^ 
680 cm^ 
232 cm^ 

99,119cm^ 

99.1 L 

The test chamber was first purged with ulfra-zero air until all of the CO2 sensors 

stabilized their respecti\e low-output values creating the "zero ppm" data point. A 

\olume of carbon dioxide gas was then puUed into a 50mL or lOmL gas-tight syringe 

(Hamilton 1100 Series) through the gas-injectíon system and manually injected into the 

test section through a small port installed on the side of the test chamber. The system 

was monitored and left to equilibrate for (on average) 60 to 120 minutes before a data set 

was acquired and an additíonal injectíon sequence was performed. A series of injections 

was performed to obtain three data sets. After all data sets for that system temperature 

setting were complete, the entire chamber was purged again with ultra-zero air. 

The second stage of the calibration was to increase the temperature of the air 

surrounding the CO2 sensors to an intermediate point between the ambient conditíons and 

the sensor's high temperattire limit. A thermal set point of 42°C was selected. The 
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hcatcis wcic turncd to ihc appropriatc powcr sctting that would bring the test chamber to 

a stable 42 \ ' The programmablc data loggcr was utilized in conjunction with a solid-

statc rcla> to crcatc a tcmpcrature band fbr which thc heaters would turn off if the 

temperaturc got too high and back on when thc tempcrature went low. This is beneficial 

also when the tcsts wcic unsupervised at night to ensure that the system would not 

o\erheat and possibly damage equipmcnt. This calibration was repeated for the 

temperaturc set point of 54W just below the upper limit of the CO2 sensors. 

Table 2.4 shows tíie sequential volume of gas injected for the 28°C (ambient 

temperattu-e). 42 \ \ and 54X cases. The mean CO2 sensor output (mV) for each of the 

sensor different sensor t>pes over no less than the last 30 minutes of the equilibrium 

period was selected to represent the response for each sensor. An example of the data 

acquired during the 28'C sensor calibratíon sequence is shown in Figure 2.2. 

Table 2.4. Sequential Gas Injection Schedule for Target Calibration Temperature and 
Concenttation 

Temperature, 
(°C) 

28 

42 

54 

Sequentíal CO2 
Volume to Inject, 

(mL) 
15 
10 
25 
50 
50 
25 
50 
75 
25 
50 
75 

Target 
Concentration, 

(ppm) 
151 
251 
503 
1005 
1508 
251 
754 
1508 
251 
754 
1508 
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Figure 2.2. Carbon Dioxide Sensor Response to Sequential Calibration Injection at 
28°C 

2.3.2 Calibratíon Data Analvsis and Results 

To correct for the variability in sensor outputs, a univariate regression model was 

developed to calibrate the CO2 sensors at three different CO2 concenfrations and three 

different temperamres. The resultíng first-order univariate regression model yielded 

consistent results for each of the four CO2 sensors during variable concenfration and 

temperature conditions: 

CADJ={GmV-B2)lB^, (2.19) 

where CADJ is the predicted CO2 concentration in ppm, Cmv is the mV output from the 

CO2 sensor, and B, and B2 are the slope and intercept correction values (functions of 
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tempcratuic). icspccti\cly. Duc to thc fact ihat only a small voltage output variation was 

obscr\ cd duc to scnsor tcmpciaturc. calibration adjustment cquations like that of equation 

2.12 werc crcated for cach of the four scnsors at the three temperatures mentioned above. 

In order to adjust ppm readings with respect to temperature, a simple logic 

statement w as used for each temperaturc range. If the sensor temperature was below 

32°C. tíien tiie 2S'C adjustment was made. If the sensor temperature was above 50°C, 

tiie 54 \^ adjustment was madc. If tíic sensor temperatíire was between 32°C and 55°C, 

then the 4 2 T adjustment was made. This approach does create less accurate predicted 

concentratíons during the temperature fransition period, but note the dispersion tests are 

run at the same temperatures as the calibration sequences. 

The voltage output data from all eight sensors was compiled into three separate 

data sets corresponding to the temperature at each calibration sequence. Figure 2.3a-c 

show the calibration plots at for each sensor at the respective data set temperatures. The 

plots show a bias toward the lowest concentration levels, but stiU an overall linear 

response. 
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Figure 2.3. Carbon Dioxide Sensor Calibratíon at (a) 28°C, (b) 42°C, (c) 54°C 
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The programmable aspcct o\' thc Campbell Scientifíc CRIOX data logger was 

utih/cd so that thc calibration atijustmciit using a lcasl squares technique could be 

computed for cach CO2 sensor as the sample was taken by utilizing equation 2.12, thus 

reducing post-processing time. The calibration constants and stability statistics (Pearson 

correlatíon coefficient) for each sensor are shown in Table 2.5. Additional discussion of 

the least squares technique can be found in section 3.1. 

Table 2.5. CO2 Sensor Calibration Constants and Linearity Regression Statistícs 

Temp. 
Setting 

28X 

42'C 

54°C 

Temp. 
Setting 

28°C 

42°C 

54°C 

Slope (B:) 

Intercept (B,) 

/?-

Slope (B2) 

Intercept (Bi) 

R' 

Slope (B2) 

Intercept (Bj) 

R' 

Slope (B2) 

Intercept (B,) 

R' 

Slope (B2) 

Intercept (B,) 

R' 

Slope (B2) 

Intercept (B;) 

R' 

CO2N0I 

0.150 

8.565 

0.998 

0.155 

9.970 

0.998 

0.164 

17.711 

0.995 

C02No5 

0.150 

7.625 

0.998 

0.155 

3.179 

0.999 

0.160 

4.909 

0.988 

C02No2 

0.151 

6.735 

0.997 

0.149 

2.896 

0.999 

0.151 

3.740 

0.998 

CO2N06 

0.149 

5.200 

0.999 

0.152 

2.537 

0.999 

0.158 

4.663 

0.998 

C02No3 

0.365 

13.272 

0.999 

0.358 

6.199 

0.999 

0.365 

10.228 

0.998 

C02No7 

0.153 

7.400 

0.998 

0.155 

5.577 

0.998 

0.151 

6.864 

0.996 

C02No4 

0.417 

-22.151 

0.997 

0.392 

-21.768 

0.994 

0.388 

-22.917 

0.993 

CO2N08 

0.356 

-3.294 

0.999 

0.348 

-4.307 

1.000 

0.355 

-2.988 

0.999 
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It is important to mcntion hcic the ambient stability characteristícs of the 

laboratory in which thcsc cxpcrimcnts werc conducted. The laboratory contained an 

additional. indcpendcnt climatc control and air liltration systcm from the rest of the 

buildmg. This equipment was beneficial becausc a ±1°C variability in local room 

temperature was obtainable throughout the course of the testing. The ambient carbon 

dioxide levels w ere also monitored before thc tests began in order to ascertain the degree 

of fluctuation in quicscent conditions. 

Changcs in ambient CO2 in the laboratory room during the course of the work day 

were small. ranging from. on average, starting at 330-ppm at 8:00AM local time, rising to 

500-ppm b\ 4:00PM local time, and then the ambient concentration levels would decrease 

back do\\Ti to 330-ppm by 12:00AM for remainder of the diumal cycle. Since ambient air 

was not used for the downstream purge, this variation in ambient CO2 conditions was not 

a concem. Localized statíc pressure fluctuations have the potential to incur flow stability 

issues for this type of open system. Since the buoyancy forces during the calibration and 

unheated portions of the experimentation are small and quite sensitive to abmpt changes 

in the ambient environment, each of these parameters of temperamre, carbon dioxide 

concentration, and local pressure were monitored throughout the calibration and testíng in 

the case that any unexpected phenomena was observed and could be traced back to 

changes in ambient conditíons. An example of the diumal cycle was recorded and can be 

seen in Figure 2.4 below. The highest magnitudes of ambient fluctuation noticeably 

occurred in ambient CO2 concentration and also in local pressure. After post-processing 

examination of the calibration and test results, no variations in test data could be 
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positi\cl\ Imkcd to thc changcs in thc ambient cnvironment and it was decided that the 

dmmal c\clc did not signifícantly alTcct any of ihc test paramctcrs or chamber system 

flow profíles. 
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Figure 2.4. Typical Laboratory Diumal Fluctuations of (a) Ambient and Apparatus 
Temperature and (b) CO2 Concentraion and Local Pressure 
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2.3.3 Experimcntal Unccitainty 

This cxpcrimental sctup uscs sevcral diffcrent sensor systems and control systems 

in order to predict concentration levels in the test chamber. The primary modes of 

uncertainty for the effectivc dispersion coefficient lie in the sensor output from the 

thermocouplcs, chambcr measurements, mass flow meters, and CO2 sensors. 

Experimental uncertaint>' can be computed from each of these data inputs by examining 

sutTiciently large populations of data sets in order to ensure a normal distribution in 

which a 95% confidence interval can be computed. 

E\er> measurement contributes to the overall uncertainty in the effective 

dispersion coefficient calculation. If we examine equation 2.6 on the level of 

measurement accuracy. there are four measurements that contribute to the uncertainty in 

DEFF- These measurements are the injected mass-flow rate of gas, the axial sensor 

displacement. the cross-sectional area of the test chamber, and the CO2 sensor's axial 

density gradient. 

To compute the uncertainty in DEFF using the variability of each respective 

measurement, we permutate each variable in the foUowing manner below. 

UD. -•'EFF 

(dDEFF rr ^ 
l dth " 

dD EFF 
^ ' - ^ ^ ^ 

^^ JdD EFJLu^ 
dL 

2 í 
+ 

dD EFF 

dPcOo 
U 

PCO, 

(2.20) 

Expanding each term, we come to the final form of the uncertainty equation for the 

eífective axial dispersion coefficient. The density term wiU be expressed without the 
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component gas subscript in further cquations sincc CO. is the only gas measured in this 

cxpcriment. 

U l\rr = 
A/. 

.\Ap 
-U 

m 

\^ 
+ 

/ 

/ 

V 

thAL 

.•l'A/7 
U m 

AAp 
•U, 

.2 ( 

+ 
thAL 

A{Ap) -2^P 
(2.21) 

The uncertaintN in ctTcctn c a.\ial dispersion can now be computed for each test data set. 

\alues for each of the uncertainty terms in equation 2.14 with sample calculations are 

listed and dcscribed further in Appendix C. The individual uncertainty terms computed 

utilized measured sensor variability ranges and manufacturer specified variability ranges, 

some of which are shown in Table 2.6. 

Table 2.6. Experimental Sensor Uncertainty 

Sensor 

C02Nol 

C02No2 

C02No3 

C02No4 

C02No5 

C02No6 

C02No7 

C02No8 

Barometric Pressure 

T-type Thermocouple 

Uncertainty 

+/- 7.4 ppm 

+/- 12.3 ppm 

+/- 11.3ppm 

+/- 10.0 ppm 

+/- 9.4 ppm 

+/- 7.8 ppm 

+/-8.8 ppm 

+/- 6.2 ppm 

+/- 0.03 kPa 

+/- 0.33 °C 
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CHAPTER III 

I XPl-RlMl NTAL RISULTS AND PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS 

3.1 Data Analvsis 

Tlic programmable aspect of the data logger was taken a step further by utilizing 

tiie linear icgrcssion tcchnique used in sensor calibration to the calculation of the 

etTecti\ e dispersion coetTicient. Since the locations of the sensors and thefr sensor values 

are known. a least squares approximation of the concenfration data can be performed to 

detemiine tiie axial concentration gradient. If we let the CO2 sensor axial positions be 

represented by variable v and the adjusted CO2 species density levels be represented by 

\ ariable p, and n be the number of sensors, then the species density, pco2, and Pearson 

correlation coefficient, R', are (68): 

_«I(x„/g„)-Ex„Z/?„ 

nll,(xl)-YÁ.Xny 
Vpco^ = ^ ^ ^ ; ^ ^ " Y ^ (3.1) 

^ 2 ^ nlL(XnPn)-YXnI.Pn .32) 

[nnxl)-i:(xn)\ni:(pi)-nPnf]' 
With the slope of the species density gradient known along with the cross-

sectional area of the test chamber and the prescribed mass-flow rate of secondary gas, 

equation 3.1 can be used to compute the effective dispersion coefficient in the test 

chamber. The correlation coefficient value, R \ was also important since it represents how 

linear the axial dispersion profile was at any time during the experiment (68). This 

calculation was critical since axial concentration linearity was a major concem in this 

experiment. 
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3.2 Initial Test Data 

Initial test data from thc unheatcd (28°C) tcst are shown in h'igure 3.1. Significant 

aspccts ot this data arc thc rcsponse changcs of particular scnsors. The top row of 

scnsors. tVom upstrcam to downstream of the lcst chamber, included sensors No.l - No.4. 

The bottom row of scnsors. situated directly bclow the top row sensors from upstream to 

down.stream. included scnsors No.5 - No.8. It would be expected that sensor response in 

a pure ditTusion case would occur in pairs of No.l and No.5, then No.2 and No.6, No.3 

and No.7. and finally No.4 and No.8 as the secondary gas progressively diffUsed down 

the chamber. The calibration adjusted concentration values observed in Figure 3.1 show 

the order in which the sensors exhibited a response change. The important observation is 

not the small \ariations in sensor output, but rather when a strong, sudden change in 

gradient occurred. 

The upstream and downsfream boundary conditions that this experimental setup 

was trying to impose on the test chamber were those of uniform concentration at the 

porous plate interfaces. At the upsfream porous boundary, the carbon dioxide gas fust 

began mixing w ith the air in the test chamber and the carbon dioxide, having the greater 

molecular weight and thus a higher density, created a negative buoyancy effect making 

the fluid initially flow in the downward (-z) directíon. The fluid continued to flow along 

the porous plate interface, tumed at the base of the chamber toward the downstream (+x) 

end. The momentum added to the system due to the concentration gradient buoyancy 

was not enough to continue to propagate along the bottom of the test chamber entirely to 

the downstream, but merely enough to vertically skew the concentration profile. A 
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dispcrsivc "wair' of carbon dioxidc, aidcd with the small amount of advective 

momcntum cntiained from the upsticam boundary, propagated down the test chamber. 

When tiiis wall of AiivCX): mixture reached the downstream porous interface, the 

ditTusn c cxchangc w ith pure air created a mixture of lower density and thus a positive 

buoyanc\ etTect making the mixture flow in the upward (+z) direction. 
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Figure 3.1. Transient Sensor Response at Test Startup 

This combination of momentum and diffusion created a vertically skewed 

concenfration profile and was reflected in the sensor response curves shown in Figure 3.1 

and schematically depicted in Figure 3.2. Sensor No.5, at the upsfream bottom side of 

the chamber showed the first change in response due to a combination of diffiision and 
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the added buoyanc) momcntum. Diftiision then drivcs the secondary gas to sensor No.l 

in thc upstrcam top position. This continues down the length of the chamber with 

rcsponsc changcs in scnsors No.6. No.2, No.7, No.3, No.8, and finally No.4. 

Figure 3.2. 28^C Test Idealized Concentration Contour Lines 

In Figure 3.2, the arrows depict the general initial advective motions of the gas 

mi.xrure due to concentration gradient driven buoyancies, while the curved lines inside 

the chamber simplistically represent idealized concentration contour lines. The 

counterclockwise advective motion initially inside the test chamber was a small but 

significant contribution to the test's steady intemal flow pattem with advective velocities 

approximated to be on the same order as difftisive velocities. 

3.3 Experimental Results 

3.3.1 Test Seauences and Discussion of Results 

Two separate test sequences were completed, each sequence containing a series of 

unheated and heated tests. The programmable aspect of the data logger was utilized to 
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stan and stop thc powcr input to thc hcatcr packagcs al various timcs in order to create 

the scquencc of unhcatcd and hcatcd tcsts. The first scquence lasted for twelve days, 

acquiring IS6-hours o\' uscful data. The remainder of the data taken during this test 

scquence makcs up the unused data of system transients occurring between tests, 

primaril\ of systcm heating or cooling. The first sequence began with an unheated test, 

witii a sccondaiA gas flow rate of 0.36-mL/min and an air-purge flow rate of 1.5-L/min. 

Unheated test 2. thc first tcst in the second test sequence can be seen in Figures 3.3 and 

3.4 and shows the calibrated sensor data and the computed effective axial dispersion 

multiple during the transient startup period. In Figure 3.4 it should be noticed that the 

test chamber took approximately 18-24 hours to come to steady-state, giving the reader 

an idea of the extremely slow rate of diffusive fransport in this large test chamber. The 

total time that data w as acquired for this unheated test was nearly 99-hours. 

.After the unheated test was deemed steady with a sufficient amount of data, the 

chamber temperatiue was then increased by applying 46-Watts to each heater package. In 

order to account for any influence on the test as a result of diumal fluctuations in the 

ambient conditions surrounding the test chamber, this heated test was run for 61 hours. 

This gave over two fiiU diumal cycles for which to examine the data. For the second and 

fmal heated test of the first sequence, the heater package power was reduced to 35-Watts. 

After the system cooled and data began to appear steady once more, data was acquired 

for 26 hours, or approximately one diumal cycle. 
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Figure 3.3. System Response of Top-Row CO2 Sensors for Startup Period of 2 
Unheated Test 
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The sccond tcst scqucncc was longcr than the fírst sequence, lasting 

approximateK 16 da\s and acquiring over 149-hours of useful data. This sequence began 

with an unheated test (unheated test 2) but with a lower air-purge flow rate than the fírst 

sequence. The alteration of the purge rate was simply to make sure that the reduced 

downstream boundar> concentration level would only alter the overall concentration 

levels during the tests. but not alter the effective axial dispersion of the secondary gas. 

This did. in fact. tum out to be the case, that regardless of the downstream concentration 

le\ els in the trace-gas range. the buoyancy effects caused by the solutal gradients were a 

far too minor component of the total driving force when a dominant thermal buoyancy 

force \sas present. The buoyancy ratio, N, was a small negative value (augmenting 

flows) during the heated tests, quite near zero, and not significantly affected by the 

manipulation of the air-piuge flow rate. The motivation for the second test sequence and 

additional details of the heated tests are discussed later in section 3.3.2. 

Three separate heated tests foUowed, varying parameters of target system 

temperamre and air-purge flow rate. The first heated test (heated test 3) utilized heater 

package input settings of 46-Watts and an air-purge flow rate of 1.5-L/min, just like the 

tests in the first sequence. Heated tests 4 and 5 that foUowed were mn the same as heated 

tests 1 and 2 from the first sequence with heater package input settings of 46-Watts and 

35-Watts, respectively, but with the lower air-purge flow rate of 0.5 L/min. This 

sequence firtished with an additional unheated test to investigate whether the system 

would yield different results due to possible changes in the chamber or equipment after 
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the cxtcnsuc ihcrmal c\cling that occuncd. Any ncw chamber leaks or sensor 

dcgradation should havc slunvn up in thc data. The concentration gradient from the 

second unheated tcst compared wcll to thc initial unheated test and any concems of test 

disparit> were pro\ cn incorrcct. 
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Figiue 3.5. Comparison of Dispersion Multiple in all Unheated Tests 

The unheated tests consistently yielded effective dispersion multiple results of 

around 8 times that of molecular dispersion. This enhancement was due to the vertical 

concentration gradient buoyancy effects created by the large scale 3-D geometty. This 

experiment shows a good base-line comparison to the analytical 1-D difftision solution, 

showing less than an order of magnitude increase in axial dispersion. A comparison of 
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conccntration slopc. cffccti^c dispcrsion multiple and R' coelTicients are shown in Table 

3.1. Figurc 3.6 shows both the mean valuc and crror bars for the concentration data sets 

of each ot the unhcatcd tcsts and thc lincarized effective axial concentration profile for 

each tcst. The incrcasc in air-purge rate performed as expected, only lowering the overall 

s>stem concentration lc\cls of secondary gas and not significantly affecting the axial 

dispersion profilc. Results from both sequences of heated tests are tabulated in Table 3.2 

and their respecti\ c a.\ial concentration profiles are graphically shown in Figure 3.7. The 

samc augmentation of the chamber concenfration levels by variation of air-purge rate 

seen the unheated tests were also seen in the heated tests. Heated tests 1-3 at the higher 

air-purge rate exhibited similar axial dispersion multiples as heated tests 4 and 5, but at 

an overall low er concentration level. 

Using a least squares technique, the experimental data were correlated in order to 

predict an effecti\ e dispersion multiple for a range of thermal and solutal Rayleigh 

numbers. From least squares analysis, we use a power fit of the form: 

DM^a-{Nf, (3.3) 

represented by the simplified relation: 

y = a-x^. (3.4) 

Solving for the coefficients a and b according to a power fit, we obtain: 

, , , Ilog(x„)^Zlog(;;J-l(log(xJlog(j;j)Zlog(x„) 
log^û')^ ^— 7j , (3.5) 

«Ilog(x„)2-(Zlog(x„))2 

»l(log(x„) log(j;„))- £ log(x^ )S log(>;„) 

«Ilog(xj2-(llog(x„))2 
b = — — - ^ — - ^^ , ( j - o j 
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whcrc n is the number of data points. Afler completing this calculation for the 

experimental data. the cffcctivc dispersion multiple relates to the thermal and solutal 

Raylcigh numbers by: 

/ ) , , =19.15./v(-^'^^'"^). (3.7) 

This correlation is for binary mixtures of Pr=0.7, 1^=1.34, and for the range 

t)-/îíi;-3.5\10^ 
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Tablc 3.1. Summaiy of Unhcatcd Tcst Results. Lt'=l.34, Pr=0.1 

Casc 

l'nhcatcd 1 

Unheated 2 

L nhcatcd_3 

Scnsor Row 

Top 

Top 

Bottom 

Top 

Bottom 

Air-Purge 
Flow Ratc 

(L/min) 

1.5 

0.5 

0.5 

Conccntration 
Slope (pco^lm) 

-9.0x10"^ 

-7.9x10"^ 

-7.6x10"^ 

-^.^xlO"* 

-9.2x10"^ 

R̂  

0.934 

0.974 

0.929 

0.969 

0.945 

Dispcrsion 
Multiple 

8.1 ±0.72 

9.0 ± 0.69 

9.4 ±0.84 

7.5 ±0.41 

7.8 ±0.57 
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Table3.2. Summaiy of Hcatcd Test Rcsults, LcA.U, Pr=0.1 
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3.3.: Hcatcd_Tcst h\perimental Com-cm^ 

The hcatcd tests. in which a dominant thermally driven plume formed over the 

heater packagcs and aided in overall chamber solutal-mixing, yielded an effective axial 

dispcrsion coctTicicnt range of 17.2 25.6 times that of molecular diffusion (from Table 

3.2). It was initialh desired to havc a heat input that created a turbulent heat plume off 

tiie heater packages. .Vccording to Kuehn and Goldstein (57), this would occur for gap-

width Rayleigh numbcrs abo\e lO^ in magnitude. To ensure that a turbulent plume 

existed. the Rayleigh number based on gap width was computed for each test and 

monitored \ia tiie temperature sensors on each heater package and that average chamber 

temperatiue. Due to the thermal limitations in the CO2 sensors, the highest heater 

package surface temperature obtainable was approximately 125°C, which yields a gap 

width Ra>'leigh niunber of 2.73x10^. This was arguably not large enough to ensure that 

the flow was turbulent. but rather in the upper end of the theoretical transitional range. 

In an attempt to increase the Rayleigh number, shields were constructed to the 

top-row CO2 sensors. The basic idea behind these shields was that if the radiative 

thermal energy from the heater packages to the CO2 sensors could be diminished, then 

the heater packages could utilize more heat input for the sensor's temperature limit. The 

shield built was intended to sheath a C02 sensor and reflect, absorb, and emit a portion of 

the radiative thermal energy emitted by the heater packages. A pictiire of a radiation 

shield is shown in Figure 3.7. A series of heated tests were re-nm (second test sequence) 

with these thermal radiation shields and the data was compared. The effective increase in 
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hcatcr packagc surtacc tcmpcraliiic was \\\\ bringing thc gap-width Raylcigh number 

to 3.4.^\U)" and 3.3^)\1()" lor hcalcd tcsts 3 and 4, rcspcclivcly. Aftcr cxainination of the 

conccntration data during thc tcsl. thc radiation shields werc íbund not to have 

signiticantly altccicd thc CO: .scnsors via conccntration icadings or the overall 

cttccti\encss of thc tcst, and did not all ciiough incicasc in heat input. The CO2 sensor 

hmitations prcvcntcd thc s\stcm from clTcctively simulating thc highly turbulent 

charactcristics ot a \'MP drift cnciosurc, but was able to gain an appropriately small 

ncgatnc ratio of buo\anc\- lorccs. 

Becausc ot' these sensor limitations, there were two paths that could have been 

taken at this point. 

1. Increase the scale of the experiment, primarily by increasing the gap 

width while maintaining existing heat input. A Rayleigh number of 

Raí>\0 is necessary to ensure that a turbulent plume exists from the 

smooth surface of the heater packages (57). 

2. Or, attempt to simulate the existing experiment numerically, first 

\ erifying the model with the experimental data and then increasing heat 

input to ensure that a highly turbulent plume exists. 

The second option was chosen and a numerical study began in an attempt to better 

understand the complex flow field caused by a combinatíon of a thermal buoyancy force 

from a horizontal cylinder in a concentric annulus arrangement and an axial concentration 

gradient of a secondary gas in a binary mixture. 
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Figure 3.8. Thermal Radiation Shield 
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Cll.XPTI-R IV 

NllMl'RIC ALMODEL 

4.1 Thcor\ and Numcrical Tcchniquc 

i - L L M I M-i ss. Momcntum. and l-ncray Discrctization l'or Laminar llow 

lor a 3-D chambcr of stcad\ laminar tlow, ihc fluid momcntum was modeled 

using thc samc cquations as 2.1-2.4, cvccpt that incompressible ideal gas approximations 

aic assumed in cquation 2.2 instcad of Boussinesq approximations for thermal and 

concentration buo\anc\ effccts. Using the CFD software Fluent, the model was 

generated and thc following tlow-fíeld assumptions were made: 

• incompressible ideal-gas approximation for density 

• constant fluid species properties except for density 

• one momentum equation solved for the vapor mixture and ideal gas 

approximation was used to compute individual species concentrations 

using partial pressures 

• radiation heat transfer was neglected 

• laminar flow was modeled in all fluid zones, except for the turbulent 

model where only the test chamber fluid zone utilized turbulence 

formulation 

• Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes model for turbulence 

Mass diffusion coefficients are required whenever solving species transport 

equations in multi-component flows. However, in this model it was also necessary to 
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computc thc etfects that largc temperatuic gradients have on diffusion flux. Mass 

diftusion and specics ihcrmal (Soict) diffusion coeffícients arc used to compute the 

dttTusion flu\ of a chemical spccics in a laminar fíow using Fick's law: 

./, = - p D V r , - D . , 
T 

(4.1) 

where D, is the thennal (Soret) ditYusion coeffícient. Dj is calculated using the 

following empiricalh -bascd, composition-dependent expression derived by Kou (69): 

Dj ^=-2.5^x\0-^T^-^^'' MW 0.511 C. 

Y^MW^ 
.A=\ 

0.511 C. 

EA 
p 

Y^MW^-^^^CA 
A=\ 

ÍMW^/^'C^ 
A=\ 

(4.2) 

Thc ihermal ditTusion term in equation 4.1 is only non-negligible in the area immediately 

surrounding the heater packages where the temperature gradient is large. 

4.1.2 Porous Plate Modeling 

The purposes of the porous plates, as explained in relation to experimental 

reasons in section 2.2.1, are designed to provide a miiform species boundary condition as 

well as prevent convective flow from the mixing plenums from entering the test chamber. 

In Fluent, the porous media model was nothing more than an added momentum sink in 

the goveming momentum equations. The source term that was added is composed of two 

parts: a viscous loss term (Darcy flow, the first term on the right-hand side of equation 

4.3), and an inertial loss term (the second term on the right-hand side of equation 4.3) 

(4.3) Sj=- — Uj+C2-pUmagUj 
\K 2 
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whcvc V is thc matcrial pcnncahilit\ and C: is thc incrtial rcsistancc factor, both 

coinputcd from physical manulacluicr spccifícation data. Thc porous platcs, as discussed 

in scction 2.2.1. aiid had an approviinatc porosity o\' 45"'o by volume with a maximum 

porc (/í.>) si/c of lO-pm. Ihc matcnal pcrmcability (M can bc calculated using the 

rcciprocal ot thc \iscous rcsistancc tcrm in thc Ergun cquation for creeping laminar 

porous flow, nameh thc rcciprocal of thc tcrin in the fírst sct of brackets below (70, 71): 

\P _ 

L 

150(1-/)-
P^mag + 

"3.5 (1-r)" 

Dp yi 
pU 

mag' 
(4.4) 

The calculated permeability and viscous resistance of the porous plate used in the 

modcl are 1.26x10"''' m" and 8.45xl0W, respectively. 

4.1.3 Fan Pressure Jump Modeling 

In order to obtain a more accurate representation of the concentration profile 

along the chamber-face of the porous plates, a fan model was added to the upstream and 

downstream mixing plenums. As shown in Figure 1.1, the test apparatus contains mixing 

fans in the rv\o plenums in order to obtain a near uniform concenfration profile on the 

porous plates. W'ith Fluent, it was possible to approximate the fan conditions a number of 

\\a\s. Fluent considers a fan to be infmitely thin, and the discontinuous pressure rise 

across it was specified as a function of the velocity through the fan. The pressure/velocity 

relationship may be a constant, a polynomial, piecewise-linear, or piecewise-polynomial 

function, or a user-defined function. The relatíonship used for the fan modeling was a 

uniform AP representation approximated from manufacturer's fan data, using an averaged 
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vclocit\ nonnal to thc lan to dctcnninc a singlc picssurc-Jump valuc l'or all faccs in the 

tan /onc (70). 

4.2 Bom lary ('oi iitions 

iJJ-Ak'_ssMow Inlcts and Back DilTusion 

In thc cvpcrimcnt. mass-fíow contiollcis werc used to control the input of 

sccondarv' gas into thc tcst chambcr. .\ inass flow inlct boundary condition will also be 

uscd in the numcrical model. Using this boundary condition also allows for the 

spccifícation of specics mass fractions at the boundary. The CO2 mass fraction was 

chosen as 1.0 for the secondary gas inlet and 0.0 for the purge gas inlet. In the 

expenment, the effect of back diffusion at the gas inlets was not an issue due to the 

c\istence of the mass-ílow controUers. At the downstream plenum outlet, the purge gas 

flow rate was chosen such that the "well-mixed" CO2 concentration level in the 

dowTistream plemun was always slightly higher than the ambient. Diffusion back into the 

s\stem was inhibited due to the lack of concentratíon gradient at the outiet. Yet in the 

computational model, the boundaries must be modeled in such a way as to ensure that 

back difîusion w ould not occur at the system inlets. Calculatíons were made in order to 

set the minimum cross-sectional area of the secondary gas inlet and purge gas inlet such 

that the advective velocity into the model was at least twice the potential diffusive 

velocity that could lead out of the model. In other words, it was ensured that the mass 

transfer Peclet number was equal to a value of two or greater. 

p^ ^^ADV ^2 

UDIFF 
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1-or both gas inlets this w as donc by fírst cstimating the diffusive velocity in the inlet tiibe 

from lick's fírst law (ncglccting thermal cffccts) as: 

t/D/F/.'=-DV(lnC.,). (4.6) 

The sccondaiA gas inlet bulk \ clocity, in relation to the desired minimum cross-sectíonal 

arca. is: 

mco 
U . w i = - ^ . (4.7) 

Pco, ^c 

Combining equations 4.5-4.7 to solve for the minimum circular tube diameter results in 

the formulation: 

d< 
4 th^ 1 / A „•. 1 \/2 

(4.8) 
-PADV(\T\CA) PCmj 

Substimting approximated values for the concentration gradient at the inlet and 

assuming a mass-transfer Peclet number of at least 2 or greater, the minimum tube 

diameter for the secondary gas inlet was computed to sufficiently small at or below 1/16" 

ID. For the purge air inlet, a mbe diameter of 1/4" ID gives Pem~200, so any smaller 

diameter was determined to be sufficient. Since the experiment used 1/4" ID mbing at 

the purge air ports, the same diameter was used in modeling the system. 

Looking back at the purge air rate assumptions made in section 2.1, it is 

interesting to note that these back-diffusion calculations help to validate that there was in 

fact no chance for back diffusion into the downstream mixing plenum through the system 

outlet. Since the concentration gradient from the plenum to the ambient was small and 

the advective velocity out of the system was large (greater than one hundred times 
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diflusuc vclocity. in compari.son), ihc sclcction of thc purgc air fíow rate was 

satisl'acloi) 

Thc conditions of thc b(Mindaiy plancs t'or thc modclcd systcm inlets contain only 

the ad\cctivc tianspoit ol'indn idual s|iccics as dcfíned by the mass fíow rates without the 

potcntial of additional ditYusnc transporl, and that addcd mass can cxit the system only 

through thc downstrcam outlct (70). l'hcsc boundary conditions were essential for 

cnsunng mass conscnalion in thc s\stcni and a timely convergence for mass continuity. 

4.2.2 Outflow 

The outflow boundary condition was used to model the flow exit where the details 

of the flow \elocit\- and pressure are not known prior to solution of the flow problem. In 

this model it was not necessary to define any conditions at the outflow boundary. This 

allow s the model to extrapolate the required information from the interior. "With the 

selection of the outflow boundary condition the zero diffiision flux condition was applied 

automatically (70). 

4.2.3 Temperamre 

E\ en though the base-line comparison to the experiment was unheated, we carmot 

simply neglect the energy equation since it was used to solve species transport. To 

overcome this, an isothermal conditíon was applied to the entíre model by setting all 

surface and fluid temperatures equal to that of the ambient conditions found in the 

laboratory at the time of the experiment. 
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4.2.4 Btiovanc\ 

l-.nects o\' buoyanc> causcd by tcmperaturc and solutal gradient for the syst 

model were computed by dcfíning density using thc ideal gas law for an incompressible 

flow. namely 

Pt=-Y^ (4.9) 
T 

Recalling from equation 4.1. it is assumed that density variation is dominated by 

temperature and solutal \ariations only, while pressure variations are assumed to be 

negligible. 

4.3 Additional Equations and Changes for Laminar 
Heated Case 

4.3.1 Thermal Conducti\itv in Porous Mediiun and for a Multi-
Species Model 

To sohe the steady transport of heat in the porous medium, a modification to the 

conduction flux was made by replacing thermal conductivity, *P, with an effective 

thermal conductivity in the porous medium, 'Peff- This value was then computed as the 

volume average of the fluid conductivity, *Ff, and the solid conductivity, *Fs, as expressed 

in the equation below. 

if^^ff = /ci/f+{\- )i//, (4.10) 

For a model with more than one fluid species, the mixture thermal conductivity, 

^f, was calculated as a composition-dependent thermal conductivity using the ideal gas 
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law 1 he thcrmal conducti\ it\ for cach fíuid sju-cics arc dcllned individually as constants 

whilc thc mivture thcnnal coi lucti\ ity was computcd bascd on kinctic theory (70) as 

V/ /=v i^'^r-
.l^-l-^'lh, 

i 

(4.11) 

wherc the tensor o, is dcfíncd as 

'•hi = 

\ + ^ ' . • \ 

K^JJ 

V'^/ M 
J/4 

vr,.í 

V "-.i ) 

8 1 + 
.\/ W..A 

A/ ' v , / ; 

1/2 
(4.12) 

and .V., is thc mole fraction of species A. 

L sing the ideal gas law for thermal conductivity requires that the mixture fluid 

\iscosit\ be computed in the same way. The mixture viscosity was computed using 

equations 4.11 and 4.12 simply with the variable ^ and V̂  replaced with ///and p^, 

respecti\el\ (70). 

4.3.2 Heat Input 

The heater packages were modeled as an aluminum cylinder with a small intemal 

void volume representing the cartridge heater used in the experiments. The wall 

boundary condition for the heat source intemal to the heater package was defined as a 

uniform heat flux condition on all void surfaces. Heat was conducted through the 

aluminum and into the test chamber, creating a non-uniform surface temperatíire on each 
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ot the hcatcr packagcs. The outcr surlacc ol' thc hcatcr packagc is coupled to the fluid 

/onc ot the chambcr for appropriate liansl'cr of cncrgy by convection and conduction. 

The heat flux ratc was computed using the averaged heater power data from the 

experimental runs dmdcd by the total contact surface area of the modeled heater 

carfridge. or simph: 

lin = 
_ qiH'alci (5.13) 

.•\ graphical representation of a simulated heater package, cut in half lengthwise to expose 

the heat encrgy input surfaces, can be seen in Figure 4.1. 

Heat Input 
Surfaces 

Figure 4.1. Simulated Heater Block Cross Section. 
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i:''J_Oi'i'-'i \\ all C\>n\ ccljon 

Ncarh all ot thc hcat tiansl'cr in thc hcatcd modcl cxits Ihc systcm through the 

outer wall of thc apparatus b\ cxtcrnal coincction. 

q^/'cuÍTcu-T,,) (4.14) 

l-luent allows the option to compute heat transfer by a convective boundary 

condition if thc uscr dcfínes thc c\tcrnal hcat tiansfcr cocffícicnt. Since the extemal heat 

transtcr coctlicicnt was not c\plicitl\ known a comparison can be made between two 

quiescent con\ cction models. a "low " external heat transfer coeffícient value of 5-W/m^ 

and a "high" \alue of 15-\\/m". If there was a signifícant disparity between the effective 

axial dispcrsion coctTicients between these two cases, the issue must have been 

in\ estigated fiirther. but this was not found to be the case. A discussion on the results of 

these outer wall boundar\ conditions can be seen in section 5.2. 

4.4 Turbulence Equations 

In a full scale YMP drift, Rayleigh numbers are expected to be on the order of 

5x10*'. which is in the turbulent range. Since the experimental mockup could not attain a 

temperamre difference large enough to even ensure turbulence past the transitional range 

(>10"). the temperamre difference in the numerical model will be increased past the 

experimental limits up to 2x10 (57, 72). 

1. The two-equation k-e model with re-normalization group (RNG) 

modifications was used in modeling all of the turbulent cases. The RNG 

approach to the k-e model was chosen because of two of its 
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moditications to thc standard k-e model, which will bc discussed 

shorth. 

-• lliĉ  RNG inodcl has an additional tcrm in its dissipation of turbulent 

kinctic cncig\, e, cquation that is aimed at improving accuracy for 

lapidly strained fíows. This will attcmpt to improvc the accuracy of the 

inodcl ncar thc surfacc of thc hcatcr package where temperature 

gradicnts arc largc. 

Sincc nearly all of the turbulence production occurs in the heat plume above the 

heater packagcs. there was a large fractíon of the flow fíeld that was of low velocity and 

low swirl. The RNG theory provides an analytically-derived differentíal formula for 

efîecti\ e viscosity that accounts for low-Reynolds-number effects: 

^ 2, ^ p-k 

K^^Pj 
1.72 

# 

^dv, 
1 + C. 

(4.15) 

where v = n^„ln and Cv is a constant (-100). 

The closure equations for the RNG Â:-f turbulence model are given as: 

k - mrbulent kinetíc energy 

— [pkui) = —-
dXi axj 

«kPEFF 
dk 

dx 
+ Gk+Gb-pe, 

J J 

(4.16) 

£- dissipatíon of turbulent kinetíc energy 

— {p£U,) = - -
âXj dXj 

OCePEFF 
de 
dx ] J 

+ C\ej{Gk+C^,Gi,)-C2eP-r-Re, (4.17) 
k k 
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wl -ic a, .ii l a,- aic iincisc cffccli\c Prandtl numbcrs ilcrivcd analytically by the RNG 

theoiA , {/•; is thc gcnciation of turbulcnt kinclic cncrgy duc to mean vclocity gradicnts, G/, 

is thc gcnci.ition of turbutcnt kinctic cncigy duc to buoyancy, C/,. and C ,̂ are constants, 

c .),• is a calculatcd lactor iclated lo how thc buoyant shcar laycr is aligned with gravity, 

and R,- is a strain rate w ritten as a function of thc mcan inclusion of the generation of 

turbulcncc duc to a buo\anc\ tcrm in thc f-cquation. Thc G/, tcrm includes the production 

ot k duc to buo\.inc\ and thc corrcsponding contribution to the production of € in 

cquations 4.16 and 4.1 ' The generation of turbulence due to buoyancy for the 

incomprcssiblc ideal-gas assumption is defíned as: 

where Pr,^ "F- .uCp is the mrbulent Prandtl number and g, is the gravity vector in the /' 

direction. In thesc models the value for Ĉ f is computed using the relation 

Cj^ = tanh "2 (4.19) 
"1 

where u: is the component of the flow velocity parallel to the gravity vector and u, is the 

component of the flow \elocity perpendicular to the gravity vector. By this relation, 

Cif wiU be one for buoyant shear layers for which the main flow direction was aligned 

with the direction of gravity, and for buoyant shear layers that are perpendicular to the 

gravitatíonal vector, Ci.will become zero. The other model constants are C;^1.42, Czi-

1 68 and C, = 0.0845, which are default values in Fluent for the RNG k-e mrbulence 

model. 
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lurbulent hcat transport was modclcd using thc concept of Reynolds' analogy to 

turbulent mon >ntum transfer as shown in thc cquation belc low: 

~k{pE + p)] = ± 
d.\ a.v, 

^ ar ^ ac'i 
¥EFF-::^+Dk~ 

dXj dXj ) 
+ S., (4.20) 

where E is thc total cncrgy. '̂ of- is thc clTcctive thermal conductívity, A is the effective 

turbulcnt ditTusion coctfícicnt. and ( r„) is the deviatoric stress tensor. The 'FEFF term here 

is ditTerent than the 'FEFF temi used for the porous plates in equatíon 4.11. Viscous 

dissipation was ncglccted in this model. 

Since the turbulent effects are only dominant in the chamber itself, all other fluid 

zones (upsu-eam plenum. downstream plenum, and both porous plates) were modeled as 

laminar flow. 

4.5 Discretization 

The discretization of momentum, energy, and species utilized a second-order 

upwind differencing scheme with pressure-velocity coupling solved using the SIMPLE 

(Semi-IMplicit Pressure Linked Equation) algorithm. The SIMPLE algorithm was 

originally developed by Patankar and Spalding (73-75). The upwind differencing scheme 

was advantageous because it takes into account the flow direction when determining the 

value at a cell face and was thus a conservative formulation. One major drawback to the 

upwind differencing scheme was that it can produce erroneous results when the flow was 

not aligned with the grid lines. This scheme causes the distributions of the transported 

properties to become smeared in such problems. The resulting error has a diffiision-like 
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appearancc and is otien referied to as "falsc diffusion" (76). Research on this issue has 

shown that in high Rc\ nolds number fíows, false diffusion can be large enough to give 

ph\sicall\ incorrect icsults (77. 78). Attcmpts to reduce erroneous results due to possible 

poor grid^fíow alignment in the models run here. the upwind differencing scheme was 

used m conjunction with grid refínements to minimize grid/flow misalignment and 

accuracy was takcn to second order on the basis of the Taylor series tmncation error. 

The numerical approach to the fínal solution of this case was a multi-step process. 

The model was first initialized at a single component gas (air) with zero velocity and 

umform temperature throughout. Momentum alone was solved and to ensure that there 

was no significant transport of momentum through the porous plates into the test 

chamber. This solution was then used as initial conditions for the case with species 

diffiision and the secondary gas inlet enabled. 

4.6 Convergence Criteria and Grid Independence 

During the analysis of the numerical models, it was necessary to define a point at 

which the model w as said to no longer be changing in a significant degree and to which 

fiuther computation was halted. The procedure used for determining a model's 

convergence and subsequent point of iteration termination included monitoring 

calculation residuals for continuity, momentum, species conservation, and energy in the 

fluid, porous, and solid model zones. The tíxrbulence model also included residuals for 

tíu-bulent kinetic energy, k, and dissipation of tiubulent kinetic energy, e Also monitored 

during computation was mass conservation at the system inlets and outiet as well as 
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cncrg\ through thc souivc hcatcr faccs and all convcctivc .syslcm boundaries. The point 

of coiucrgcncc cannot bc choscn arbitranly; bul rathcr should be a combination of 

boundar\ mass ai l cncrg\ balancc in conjunction with thc monitoring of computatíon 

rcsiduals throughout thc cntirc domain for all CLjuations being solvcd. 

Thc modcl path to finai coincrgcncc required convergent solutions using fewer 

cquations. t'or which thc .solution was uscd as an initial condition for the next 

computation. 1 or cv.iinplc. cach casc was fírst solved without cnergy or species, with 

only the inlet niass fíow ratcs of singlc spccics, outflow, and fan pressure jumps included. 

This first-order baseline solutíon was used as an initial conditíon for every test case. 

Each casc that was run, unheated and heated, was then solved with first-order upwind 

with convergence criterion of continuity, momentum, and species residuals less than 10'̂ , 

energ\ residuals lcss than 10" , net boundary mass-conservation error 10'̂  times the 

smallest inlet mass-flow \ alue. and net boundary energy-conservation error 10"̂  times the 

smallest boundary surface total energy. This first-order solution was used as an initial 

condition for the second-order solution, with all criterions of 10' error limits changed to 

10~* error limits. For the mrbulence model, values for y"̂  were also monitored and grid 

refinements were completed to ensure that y"̂ <10 adjacent to every surface in the test 

chamber portion of the model. This strict convergence criterion was found to be difficult 

to attain in many of the test cases performed for this analysis. Every test case had to go 

through some le\el of a systematic grid refinement process in order to accurately model 

the flow field and meet the convergence criteria. 
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4.7^,cncration olan Appropriatc C.comi'try 

Ihc task o\' gcncrating a gcomctiy that alhnvs loi thc model to grasp all of the 

signifícant ph\sic..l attr.butcs of thc cvpcnmcnt without over complication was a 

cumbersomc t.isk. Scvcral o\ersimplifícd gcomctrics were attempted, some of which 

\iclded nonscnsical icsults and othcrs that ucrc just physically impossible. 

4.".] Modclmg 1-lTorts 

1 UNt it w.is attempted to modcl the test chamber sectíon alone, without the porous 

platcs or mixing plenums, shown graphically in Figure 4.2 with one side of the outer 

chamber wall remo\ed to expose tiie interior fluid zone and flow obstmctions of the 

model. The upstream and downstream boundaries were modeled as walls with known 

concentration le\els. uniform across the boundary. The 28°C (unheated) test solutions 

for this case ga\e intemal flow profíles that were contrary to anything observed 

experimentally. mass fíuxes across the boundaries that were order of magnitudes too 

largc. and secondary gas concentration profiles that were urueasonably high when 

compared to the experiment. This model failed to grasp the basic physics of the 

experimental situation. 
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Figurc 4.2. Modeled Geometry of Test Chamber with Heater Packages 

Carefiil e\amination of the boundary conditions in this model proved that there 

was insutTicient control over the amount of mass-flow of secondary gas coming into the 

s\stem, which led to over-predicted buoyancy effects throughout the modeled test 

chamber. The porous plates were added to the modeled geometry along with the upstream 

mi.xing plenum and the upstream mixing fan, shown graphically in Figure 4.3. This 

addition increased the model complexity considerably. Pressure rise across the mixing 

fan was approximated using manufactíirer's fan-curve data. The mixing fan was modeled 

only as a small plane of constant pressure rise and did not captiu-e any of the vorticity or 

fru-bulence generation associated with an actiial axial fan. This simplification was 

acceptable only if the mixing in the plenum yields a near-uniform concentration profile 

the test chamber porous plate interface, ensuring a well-mixed solution upsfream. 
on 
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PrelimmaiA vcIocit\ -conccntration solutions showed that this was in fact the case, and so 

the modeling simplifícation was considered justifíable. 

.SIiiiiiJHted 
lleHh' 

l'HckHues 

li"«re C as 
liilet 

Porous Plates 

.Vllxinji Fan 

Figure 4.3 Modeled Geometry with Upsfream Mixing Pleniun, Mixing Fan, and Test 
Chamber with Heater Packages 

The model with the upstream mixing plenum represented showed ÍTÛtially 

promising results with respect to species concentratíon and velocity profiles in the test 

chamber. How e\'er, there was stiU a severe problem of diffusion near and inside the 

downstream porous plate. The diffiisive flux inside the plate appeared to go to zero 

toward the upper (+z) end while the lower (-z) end appeared to take all of the difftisive 

flux out of the system. This led to an extreme variatíon in the concentration levels 

vertically throughout the plate and, more importantiy, at the porous plate interface. 

The final model geometry was constmcted that included both the upsfream and 

downstream plenums, mixing fans in each, and a new purge gas inlet and chamber outiet. 
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Figure 4.4 shows a graphical icprcscniation ol'this model with one side of the outer 

chamber wall removed to c\posc the interior fluid zone and other flow obstmctions. This 

model gcoinctr\ was uscd for the remainder of the tcsl cascs run. 

Figure 4.4. Modeled Geometiy of Entire Experimental Apparatíis 
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CHAPTER V 

NUMERlCALRliSULTS 

5.1 Unheatcd Numerical Results 

.•\tier all con\crgcncc criteria wcic met for the unheated model, data was exported 

for p^^st-proccssing. Thc velocity fíow fíeld in a horizontal annulus resulting from 

conccnlration boundary conditions similar to the ones used for this model are well known 

when flow blockagcs are not present (79). The velocity flow fíeld results from a 

horizontal annulus with fíow blockages caused by the heater packages are unique and 

differ from the well known solution of (79). Velocity contours and vectors for the 

unheated casc, when viewed on a vertical centerline extending through the test chamber, 

iUustrate the following profile as shown in Figiues 5.1 and 5.2. 

Figure 5 1 Contours of Uniform Velocity Magnitiide along the Vertical Axis of 
the Test Chamber Model for the Unheated Case 
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Figure 5.2. \'elocit\ Vectors by Velocity Magnitude along the Vertical Axis of the 

Test Chamber Model for the Unheated Case 

The unheated model showed an effective dispersion multiple, DM, of 6.6 times 

that of molecular dispersion as compared with the experimental mean results OÍDM= 8.4. 

The overall dispersion le\ els in the chamber were predicted slightly high compared to the 

experiment (-25%) for the same air-purge rate. This was mainly due to the 

oversimplified modeling of the downstream plenum, with the numerical model under-

representing the amount of mixing occurring in comparison to the experiment. The 

vertical concentration profile along the axis of the test chamber is shown in Figure 5.3 

and a plot of the chamber CO2 concentration for the unheated numerical model is shown 

m companson to the experimental data in Figure 5.4. The contours of uniform 

concentrafion of CO2 in conjunction with the velocity vectors of Figure 5.3 are well 

suited to jusfify the developing flow field assumpfions made in section 3.2. 
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Figure 5..V Contours of Uniform Concentradon of CO2 in Air along the Vertical 

.Axis of the Test Chamber Model for the Unheated Case 

The linearity of the axial concentration profile can be seen in both the numerical 

model and the experimental results in Figure 5.4. To represent the top row of sensors 

from the experiment, data from node center values was linearly interpolated to form a 

diagnostic line. 2-inches below the top-center of the outer chamber wall, extending down 

the length of the entire chamber geometry from the experimental location of sensor-1 

(j*=0.0667) and continuing axially, ending at the experimental location of sensor-4 

(.r*=0.9). The linearity of this sensor-line profile is proven by a correlation coefficient of 

/^=0.99. Only a line representing the top row of sensors was created. The results from 

the bottom row of sensors during the experimental portion of the testing compared well to 

the results from the top-row of sensors, so it was decided that a representation of the 

bottom row of sensors was not necessary. 
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Figure 5.4. Comparison of Unheated Experiment to Unheated Numerical Model 

The downsueam plenum, if well-mixed, should show concentration levels equal 

to that of a ratio of the solute and purge gas mass flow rates into the system. Any 

reduction of mixing in the plenum by the fan model would yield a realizable 

concentration gradient between the outflow boundary and the modeled porous plate 

\ielding a higher than ftilly mixed concentration level at the porous plate-plenum 

interface. This was, in fact, seen in the numerical model. Even with this taken into 

account as a contributor to concentration profile error this aspect only mildly affected the 

axial dispersion gradient solution. Some additional aspects of the plenum mixing issue 
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are discusscd furthcr in ,hc ncx, sccon. fhc unheated modcl and the experiment were in 

good agrccinent. cxh.b.t.ng lcss than a 25% crror in cncc.ve axial dispersion. 

5.2 Hca,cd Niimerical Resnhs 

The firs, two of the heated models showed promise in that the effective dispersion 

coetTicient was cvhibiting thc cxpcccd increasing trend with increasing heat input, as 

sccn in the expcnment. llo\\c\cr. thcrc was initial concem that the overall chamber 

concentration Ie\els appearcd ,o increase as dispersion and heat input increased. An 

mteresung phenomenon occurred in the heated modeling cases conceming the 

downstrc;mi mixing plenum and porous plate. Recalling from the previous discussion of 

the fiill>-mixed downstream condition, sections 2.2 and 2.2.3, the overall concentratíon 

levels in the downstream mixing plenum should remain nearly the same for every case. 

Small \ariations in the concenfration profile caused by changes to the flow field along the 

chamber-side (.r*=l) of the porous plate would slightly affect the concentratíonprofile on 

the plenum side of the plate since the plate is a diffusion limited zone. However, the 

heated models created substantial enough changes to the mixing plenum flow field that 

the dispersion of gas at the plenum side of the porous plate created thermosolutal natural 

convection driving forces in opposing directions. The temperature at the porous plate 

surface was higher than the bulk fluid temperatiire in the plenum, resultíng in a lower 

mixmre density, causing a vertically upward driving force term. In addition, the higher 

concentration of CO2 species at the porous boundary resulted in a higher species density 

and caused a vertically downward driving force term. It is estímated that these opposing 
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c .-^.1. Su.nmaiy of ÍApcii.ncn, 

Case 

l'nhc.iicd Mcan 

Heatcd Mcan 

l'nhca,cd 

Q lOO 

QJ\o 

Full llcal 

Typc 

Exp. 

Fxp. 

Num. 

Num. 

Num. 

Num. 

al and Numeri 

l'low Typc 

Laminar 

Low-
Turbulcnl 

Laminar 

Laminar 

Laminar 

Turbulcn, 

cal Tcs, RcsL 

Ru, 

2.81x10'' 

-

5.93x10" 

3.65x10^ 

2.50x10'' 

.Its, Lc= 

/?-

0.96 

0.97 

0.99 

0.97 

0.97 

0.94 

= 1.34,^^0.7 

DM 

8.4 ±0.51 

22.0 ±0.95 

6.6 

8.7 

9.5 

14 

.\fter examination of the plots for all of the heated cases, shown in Figures 5.5 

and 5.10. there uas a noticeable change in local dispersion centered around x*=0.475. 

This was causcd by symmetry of the flow-dominant thermal boundary conditions 

resulting in a ditTusion limited region in the vicinity of the middle heater package, 

centered at .v*=0.5. .\ thermally dominated vertical flow (velocity contours shown in 

Figures 5.7 and 5.9) from the heater package nearly eliminates any axial velocity 

component, limiting any solutal ti-ansport to diffiision. The horizontal concenfration 

gradient caused the diff ision limited zone to skew slightíy upstream from the center of 

the heater package (.r*=0.5). This effect can be seen by comparing the heated 

concentratíon profiles from 0.4<x*<0.5 on Figures 5.5, 5.8, and 5.10. In Figures 5.5 and 

5.10 a sharp temporary increase in concentratíon gradient can be seen in this range of x*, 

and in Figure 5.8 the vertical alignment and packing together of concentratíon contours 

show a decrease in effectíve axial dispersion. 
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As prc\.ousl\ discussed in sccion 4.}.}. cach numerical model was run using 

both the "low" .ind "high" outcr wall co.ncciion heat transfer coeffícient values. None of 

the models showed .\ change grcatcr than 1"., in cffective axial dispersion due to this 

boundar>' condition \aria,ion. Concentration profíle solutions for the two different outer 

wall heat iransfer boundarx conditions can be sccn in Figure 5.10. The numerical results 

in compar.son to e\peri.nental rcsults arc plotted for the dispersion multiple as a fiinctíon 

o\' tliemial Rayleigh number in Figure 5.11 along with the correlatíon obtained in 

equation .vS. 
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CIIAPTI R VI 

tONCLI'SIONS ..\ND 1 INAL REMARKS 

The cxpcrimental rcsults shoucd that the aided mixing due to unheated 

concentration buo>ai > clTccts enhanced the dispersion coefficient by a multíple of 8.4. 

The heated cxpenments in which a turbulent plume from the simulated heater packages 

aided in nuving. \ielded an axuil dispersion coefficient of 22 times molecular diffusion. 

While ihe numerical models did show an increase in effectíve axial dispersion they did 

not acourately prcdict the chamber concentration level. It was unclear from the 

expenmcntal data w hether a two- or mulit-cell flow profile existed diuing heated testing. 

If package tlow pairing did occur as the numerical model predicted, then it would be 

expected that a larger concentration difference would occur between sensors 2 and 3 than 

betAveen sensor pairs 1-2 and 3-4. This was not strictly observed in the experiment, but 

diere is a lack of sufficient axial concentratíon data points to come to a definite 

conclusion on this point. 

This work is applicable to the Yucca Mountain project's first steps toward 

de\elopment of an in-drift dispersion model as well as yielding a better understanding of 

flow augmentation by combined effects of transversely oriented heat and mass transfer in 

a horizontal annular-like enclosure. 

The ftilly heated numerical model showed an increase of axial dispersion 

coefficient by 14 times, an error of 57% from the experimental value. In the numerical 

heated cases, the models showed a defmite trend in increased axial dispersion with 
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increasing Ra> leigh number as sccn in F.gure 5.4. Dispersion multiple results fbr the 

numencal cascs. as coinpared to cxperimental means, along with linear correlatíon 

coctr.c.ents arc logcther in lahlc (vI The 3-D numerical model showed consistent 

under-prcdict.on of the effcciuc ax.ai dispcrsion multiple as compared to the experiment. 

This is piMcntially due to pa.ring of the tlow into two distinct cells centered at the middle 

heater pack.igc .ind creating a ditTusion-limited /onc 

A correlaiion describing the cxpcrimcntal data trend was computed to be 

r>A/=19.15'^(-^l^*'0'). (6.1) 

This correlation is for binary mixUires of Pr=0.1, Le=\.34, and for the range 

0^Raj<}.5\ 10'' A comparison of this correlation to the numerical results is not effective 

at this point. More cxtensi\e experimentation is required with variatíons in heat input, 

solutal gradient, and turbulence effects to more effectively generate a suitable correlation 

and data set appropriate for comparison and possible predictions of thermosolutal 

interactions in a full-scale "V'MP flow-field. 

On the numerical side of this work, this author suggests the foUowing be 

in\ estigated further. 

1. The modeling of a system with an increased number heater packages 

could investigate the issue of potentíal package flow pairing and the 

production of multiple diffusion limited zones. 

2 A more extensive numerical investígatíon on the effects of combining 

opposing thermosolutal forces on the ends of a horizontal annulus 

with tangential forces convection and the effects this may have on 
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binaiA dispcrsion would help to understand the variatíons in the 

do\\nsi.cain porous boundai^'s concentration profíle at different 

\ahics of .\. 
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APPENDIX A 

EQUIPMENT LIST 



Table.\.l. lest Section 
Parameter/ 
Component 

Test Setup 
Dimensions 

Porous Plates 

Mixing Fans 

Test Section 
Characleristics 

Speclficatlons 

I est Chamber was 11.75 inches In inner-diameter and 
48.75 inches long (distance measured between porous 
plates) made of opaque PVC tube. 
Mixing plenums are approximately 10 Inches long and of 
the same diameter. 
SoilMoisture Equipment Corp 
PN:0606D11-B10M3 
10.625" OD. Porosity of 45% 
qty, {3)at$118ea 
One fan in each section: upstream plenum, test chamber, 
and downstream plenum for gas mixing purposes. 
RadioShack has 12\/DC Micro Fans: 
Rated voltage: 12VDC 
Rotation speed: 6500RPM ±10% 
Rated cunrent: 0.13A (or 130mA) max @ 12VDC 
Rated power: 1.56 watts max @ 12VDC 
Airflow: 7.7CFM ±10% Q 
Bearing type: sleeve 
Overall size: 1.57"x1.57"x0.39" (40x40x10mm) 
Test chamber fan was only to expedite test chamber 
purges. It was never intended to be used during an actual 
test. 

• Break-apart sections with couplers to 
accommodate placement of equipment inside 
tube. 

• Plumb and level. 

Qty. 

1 

2 

3 

Table .-^.2. Secondary Gas Injectíon System 
Parameter/Component 

Bottled gas for CO2 

Mass flow controllers for gas 

Tubing 
Vaives 

Specifications 
Matheson Trigas 
ProductCode:G2110101 
Size: 1A 
Research Puritv (99.999%) CO? 
Omega Mass Gas Flow Controller 
Model; FMA-2602A 
Control Rate: 1 SCCM 
StainlessSteel:1/16" 
Swagelok 
Part#: B-2P4T 
Description: Brass Plug Valve, 1/8 in. Tube 

Fitting 

Qty. 
1 

2 

100 



Tablc .^.3. Test-Scction Purge 
Parameter/Component 

Bottled gas for dry-air 
(no CO2) 

Volunr>etric flow 
controllers for gas 
Tubing 
Vatves 

Matheson Trigas 
ProduclCode:G2001301 
Size: lAorlarger 
"Air. Ultra Zero Certified 

Speclfications 

Omega Mass Gas Flow Controller 
Model: FMA-5608-ST-VCR 
1/4"Tygon 
Swagelok 
Part #: B-4P4T4 
Description; Brass Plug Valve, 1/4 In. Female 

NPT 
Or equivalent 

Qty. 

lOft 

Table .\.4. DownsUream Plenum Purge 
Parameter/Component 

Bottled gas for dry-air (no 
CO2) 

Volumetric flow 
controllers for gas 
Tubing 
Valves 

Specifications 
Matheson Trigas 
ProductCode:G2001301 
Size: lAorlarger 
"Air, Ultra Zero Certified" 
Omega Mass Gas Flow Controller 
Model: FMA-5608-ST-VCR 
1/4" Tygon 
Swagelok 
Part #: B-4P4T4 
Description: Brass Plug Valve, 1/4 in. Female 

NPT 
Or equivalent 

Qty. 
2 

1 

4ft 
2 
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Table .- .̂5. Heating System 
Parameter/Component 

Heating cartridges 

Heater Packages 

Heater package/supports 

Variable Transformer or 
Vottage Supply for 
individual heater 
packages or package 
groupings 
Digital Multimeter 

Reiay 

Speclflcatlons 
Omega 

ModehCSI 1-101100/120 
Watts: 100 
Custom made from stock 
Material: Aluminum 6061-T6 
Approx. Thermal Conductlvitv: 167 W/m K 
Three heater packages were made out of 
aluminum with 3/8" threaded rod legs 
Package diameter of 4 inches and length of 5 
inches. 
Used individual dimmer switches with digital 
multimeter to control the power of each heater 
package. However, this method was inexpensive 
and only moderately accurate 

Fluke 
Seríes: 112 
NTE 
Type:RS3-1D40-41 
Solid State Relay, 40A max, 3-32VDC activation 

Qty. 

Table .A.6. Solute-Gas Sensors 
Parameter/Component 
CO2 sensor specifications 
(0-5,000 ppm) 
CO2 sensor sp>ecif.cations 
(0-2.000 ppm) 
Sensor Calibration 

Specifications 
Vaisala 
Model: GMT222 Module with GMP222 Probe 
Vaisala 
Model: GMD20 Module and probe 
SNL used a small custom made calibration 
chamber. More details in Appendix B. 

• 150ppminair 
• 250 ppm in air 
• 750 ppm in air 
• 1500ppminair 

Additional concentrations may be needed. The 
concentrations are chosen depending upon the 
range of the sensor and appropriate range of tests 
conducted. 

Qty. 
6 

2 

5 
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Table .^.7. lemperature Se.iso.s 
Parameter/Component 

Thermocouples 

Thermocouple placement 

Specificatlons 
Omega 
T-type Thermocouple with 72" lead 
1 for each CO^ sensor (8 total) 
4 Averaging chamber temperature 
1 for each heater package (3 total) 
1 for ambient temperature 

measurements 

Qty. 
16 

Table A S. .\Unospheric/DitTerential Pressure Sensors 
Parameter/Compcnent 

Atmospheric pressure 
transmitter 
Pressure differential 
transmitter 

Specifications 
Vaisala 
Pressure Transmitter, Type: PTA 427 A 
Dwyer Instruments, Inc. 
Series: 475 Mark II Handheld Digital Manometer 

Qty. 

Table A.9. Data-Loggin 

Parameter/CompHDnent 
Programmable computer 
interfaced data iogger 
Optical signal isolater 

Multiplexer 

g System 

Specifications 
Campbell Scientific 
Model: CR10X 
Campbell Scientific 
Model: SC32A 
Data logger to RS-232 Interface 
Campbell Scientific 
Model: AM416 Relay Multiplexer 

Qty 
1 

1 

1 
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APPENDIX B 

I .XPhRlMENTAL UNCERTAINTY 

SAMPLE CALCULATIONS 



' '* ' ' " 10 /;//. 

r,„ = j,v:xi() ^''kgis 

CO, 

(B.l) 

;• _ | ( 1 . , ) 0.()254/m7i7-.v 

l.0/>k// 

r , =4.05x10-^, , -

TT 

(B.2) 

(1 . ,\ 0.0254meters 
= 1 ' ,-,ituhI U, = 

L^ = -.q4.vl0""*/n 

I .0//JC/7 

f f.molco ^ 44.01 l/bMo///t?ro 
/:-^= i2 .3 .v io -^——[- , ^ ^ -

l '"o/.j/r J {2S.96kmollkg^if) 

U^ = \.S4\.x\0~hglm^ 

(B.3) 

0.985ytg/w' 
mixture 

(B.4) 
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APPENDIX C 

EXPERlMENTAL APPARATUS WITH 

MAJOR COMPONENTS 
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APPENDIX D 

CAMPBELL SCIENTIFIC DATA 

LOGGER CODE FOR CRIOX 

(H0TGASV9.CSI) 



{CRIOX) 

Sdg'L"/:^?;.''"''• '̂-"̂ '̂̂  ̂ ^^i°-l ^-^-' Kirtland AFB 

****Sensor Eqviipment Used**** 
Eight C02 sensors. 
Eight TCs - one on each C02 sensor 
!̂ w"'" "̂ ^̂  ^° ^""^ ''̂ "'P across the test section 
Three TCs - orie on each heater. 
One BarP sensor. 

•Table 1 Program 
01= 5 Bxecution Interval (seconds) 

1: Batt Voltage (PIO) 
1: 1 Loc { batVolt ] 

2: Internal Temperature (P17) 
1: 2 Loc ( RefTemp C ] 

VAISALA C02 SENSORS - Type A 
Type B 
Type C 
LABELED: C02Nol THROUGH C02No8 

THBRMOCOUPLES - ONE EACH AT EACH C02 SENSOR 
(LABELED: TEMPl THROUGH TEMP8). 

2 ea GMD20 (2000 ppm), 
1 ea GMT222, (2,000 ppm), 
5 ea GMT222 (5000 ppm), 

BEGINS MEASUREMENT LOOP (8 loops for SETs C02Nol/Templ through 
C02NoS/Temp8) 

AM416 COMHl/Ll for C02 sensors (1 thru 8) 
AM416 COMH2/L2 for Temp sensors (1 thru 8) 

,-ENABLES ;-rJLTIPLEXER and BEGIN LOOP MEASUREMENTS 
3: Do (P86) 
1. 41 Set Port 1 High 

4: Beginning of Loop (P87) 
1: 0000 Delay 
2: 12 Loop Count 

;CLOCK PULSE 
5: Do (P86) 
1. 72 Pulse Port 2 

;MEASURE 1 C02 SENSOR PER LOOP 
6: Volt (Diff) (P2) 
1: 1 Reps 
2. 25 2500 mV 60 Hz Rejection Range 
3 : 1 DIFP Channel 
4:3 -- Loc [ C02Nol_mv ] 
5 : 1 Mult 
6: 0.0 Offset 

;MEASURE 1 THERMOCOUPLE PER LOOP 
7: Thermocouple Temp (DIFF) (P14) 

1 Reps 
22 7.5 mV 60 Hz Rejection Range 
2 DIFF Channel 
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Type T (Copper-Constantan) 

1.0 Mult ^ 
0.0 Offset 

;END LOOP CYCLE 
8: End (P9?>) 

;DISABLES MULTIPLEXER 
9: Do (P86) 
1: 51 Set Port 1 Low 

Transforms raw BarP to true value*************' 

10 
1 
2 
3 

Z=X*F (P37) 
11 X Loc { BarP mv ] 
0.C92 F 
35 Z Loc [ BarPl ] 

11. Z=X*F (P34) 
1: 35 X Loc [ BarPl ] 
2: 6C0 F 
3: 36 Z Loc [ BarP_p ] 

********************************************************************* 
Begin conversion of C02 sensor readings (mV) to C02 concentration 
(ppm) 

Use u.nivariate linear regression models for all Sensors. Sensor 
temperature calibration ranges are < 32C, > 47C and between 32C and 
47C. 

J.M. Phelan. 505-845-9892, 1/7/04 
********************************************************************* 

C02 Sensor Nol ************** 

12: If (X<=>Y) (P88) 
1: 15 X Loc [ Templ ] 
2: 4 < 
3: 71 Y Loc [ Cl 1 
4: 30 Then Do 

C02Nol_p= (C02Nol_mv-8 .565)/0.150 

13: Else (P94) 

14: If (X<=>Y) (P88) 
1: 15 X Loc [ Templ ] 
2: 3 >= 
3 . 72 Y Loc [ C2 ] 
4: 30 Then Do 

C02Nol_p=(C02Nol_mv-17.711)/0 .164 

15: Else {P94) 
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17 

18; 
1; 
2: 
3 
4 

19; 

C02Nol_p=(C02Nol_mv-9.970)/0.155 

16: End (P95) 

End (P95) 

'*********** C02 Sensor No2 ************** 

If (X<=>Y) (P88) 
16 X Loc [ Temp2 
4 < 
71 Y Loc [ Cl 
3 0 Then Do 

] 

C02No2_p=(C02No2_mv-6.73 5)/0.151 

Else (P94) 

20 
1 

3 
4 

If (X<=>Y) {P88) 
16 X Loc [ Temp2 ] 
3 > = 
72 Y Loc [ C2 ] 
30 Then Do 

C02No2_p=(C02No2_mv-3.740)/0.151 

21: Else (P94) 

C02No2_p=(C02No2_mv-2.896)/0.149 

22: End (P95) 

Bnd (P95) 

r*********^^ C02 Sensor No3 ************** 

If (X<=>Y) (P88) 
17 X Loc [ Temp3 ] 
4 < 
71 Y Loc [ Cl ] 
30 Then Do 

C02No3_p=(C02No3_mv-13.272)/0.365 

Else (P94) 

26: If {X<=>Y) (P88) 
1:17 X Loc [ Temp3 ] 
2: 3 >= 
3: 72 Y Loc [ C2 ] 
4: 3 0 Then Do 

C02No3_p={CO2No3_mv-10.22 8)/0.365 

27: Else {P94) 

C02No3_p=(C02No3_mv-6.199)/0.358 

28: End {P95) 

29: End (P95) 

23 

24 
1 
2 
3 
4 

25: 
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;****•****•*** C02 Sensor No4 ************** 

30 
1 
2 
3 
4 

If (X<=>Y) (P88) 
18 X Loc [ Temp4 ] 
4 
71 Y Loc [ Cl ] 
30 Then Do 

C02No4_p=(C02No4_mv+22.151)/0.417 

31: Else (P94) 

3; If (X<=>Y) (P88) 
18 X Loc [ Temp4 
3 
72 Y Loc [ C2 
30 Then Do 

C02No4_p=(C02No4_mv+22.917)/0.388 

33: Else (P94) 

C02No4_p=(C02No4_mv+21.768)/0 .392 

34: End {P95) 

35: End (P95) 

.•*•**••**•••• QQ2 sensor No5 ************** 

36: If (X<=>Y) (P88) 
1: 19 X Loc [ Temp5 ] 
2:4 < 
3:71 Y Loc [ Cl ] 
4: 30 Then Do 

C02No5_p=(C02No5_mv-7.625)/0.150 

37: Else (P94) 

38: If {X<=>Y) {P88) 
1. 19 X Loc [ Temp5 ] 
2: 3 > = 
3: 72 Y Loc [ C2 ] 
4: 3 0 Then Do 

C02No5_p=(C02No5_mv-4.909)/0.160 

39: Else (P94) 

C02No5_p={C02No5_mv-3.179)/0.155 

40: End (P95) 

41: End (P95) 

.************* C02 Sensor No6 ************** 

42: If {X<=>Y) (P88) 
1: 20 X Loc [ Temp6 ] 
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4 
71 
30 

Y Loc [ Cl 
Then Do 

] 

002Not^ p=. (CO2No6_mv-5.200)/0.149 

43: Else (P̂ T̂ ) 

44 If (X.=>Y) (P88) 
20 
3 
72 
30 

X Loc [ Temp6 
>= 
Y Loc [ C2 
Then Do 

002No6_p=(C02No6_mv-4.663)/0.158 

45: Else (P94) 

C02No6_p=(C02No6_mv-2.537)/0 .152 

46: End (P95) 

47: End (P95) 

.«*•*••***•«** QQ2 sensor No7 ************** 

48: If (X<=>Y) (P88) 
1. 21 X Loc [ Temp7 ] 
2:4 < 
3: 71 Y Loc [ Cl ] 
4: 30 Then Do 

C02No7_p=(C02No7_mv-7.400)/0.153 

49: Else (P94) 

50 
1 
2 
3 
4 

If (X<=>Y) (P88) 
21 X Loc [ Temp7 
3 >= 
72 Y Loc [ C2 
3 0 Then Do 

C02No7_p=(C02No7_mv-6.864)/0.161 

51: Else (P94) 

C02No7_p=(C02No7_mv-5.577)/0.155 

52: End (P95) 

53: End (P95) 

.************* C02 Sensor No8 ************** 
'- R"2 = 0.996 

54: If (X<=>Y) (P88) 
1: 22 X Loc [ Temp8 ] 
2: 4 < 
3: 71 y Loc [ Cl ] 
4: 3 0 Then Do 
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C02No8_p-(002NO8 _mv+3.294)/0 . 356 

55: Else (P94) 

Sî  If iX< = >Y) (P88) 
1= 22 X Loc [ Temp8 ] 
— : 3 >B 

3: 72 Y LOC [ C2 ] 
<• 30 Then Do 

C02NO8 p . (C02No8_mv+2.9881)/0.355 

57: Else (P94) 

C02No8_p=(C02No8_mv+4.307)/0.348 

58: End (P95) 

59: Bnd (P95) 

• ************************************************* 
; Bnd conversion of 002 sensor readings (mV) to C02 concentration (ppm) 
;****•*******•******************************************************** 

Begin Effective Dispersion Calculation ************** 
> * • * • * • • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • • * • • • • • * • • • • * • ^^j.*^nt 

Calculate effective dispersion coefficient of C02: 
1) Convert C02ppm to C02kg/m*3 for each sensor 
2) Convert volumerric flow rate of C02 to mass flow rate 
3) Calculate concentration gradient (slope of concentration vs. 

disiance) assuming linear regression. Calculate R. 
4) Calcula'e effective dispersion coefficient from mass flow rate, 

cross-sectio.nal area, and slope for top and bottom 
5) Calculate molecular diffusion coefficient using Fuller et al. 

(1966) . 
6) Determine ratio of effective dispersion coefficient and 

molecular diffusion coefficient 

C.K.Ho, clcho®sandia.gov, 505-844-2384 
10/30/03 

************************************************************ 

;Call Subroutine 1 in Table 3, which contains relevant parameters 
60: DO (P86) 
1: 1 Call Subroutine 1 

;(1) Convert predicted C02 concentrations from ppm to kg/m^3. 

C02kg_l = 5.29e-7*C02Nol_p*BarP_p/{Tave+273) 
C02kg_2 = 5.29e-7*C02No2_p*BarP_p/{Tave+273) 
C02kg 3 = 5.29e-7*C02No3_p*BarP_p/(Tave+273) 
C02kg 4 = 5.29e-7*C02No4_p*BarP_p/(Tave+273) 
C02kg~5 = 5.29e-7*C02No5_p*BarP_p/(Tave+273 
C02kg~6 = 5.29e-7*C02No6_p*BarP_p/(Tave+273 
C02kg~7 = 5.29e-7*C02No7_p*BarP_p/(Tave+273 
C02kg~8 = 5.29e-7*C02No8_p*BarP_p/(Tave+273) 

;(2) Convert volumetric flow rate of C02 [mL/min] to [kg/s] using 
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ambient conditions for temperature and pressure. 
mdot - rho*Q 

mdot = 8.81e-9*Q_C02*BarP_p/(Tave+273) 

(3) Calculate linear concentration gradient using C02 sensors along 
the top (TopSlope) and bottom (BotSlope). Also calculate the 
correlation coefficients, Rtop and Rbot. 
(from Devore, 1982, Brooks/Cole Publishing Co., pp. 429, 448) 

where 
X denotes the x-coordinates of the C02 sensors 
Y denotes the C02 concentrations 
sumX is the sum of the x-coordinates 
sumYtop is the sum of the concentrations along the top of the 

system 
sumYbot is the sum of the concentrations along the bottom of the 

system 
sumXYtop is the sum of the products for the top concentrations 
sumXYbot is che sum of the products for the bottom concentrations 
sumX2 is the sum of the square of the x-coordinates 
sumY2top is the sum of the square of the top concentrations 
sumY2bot is the sum of the square of the bottom concentrations 

sumX = X1+X2+X3+X4 
sumYtop = C02kg_l+C02kg_2+C02kg_3+C02kg_4 
sumYbot = C02kg_5+C02kg_6+C02kg_7+C02kg_8 
sumXYtop = Xl*C02kg_l+X2*C02kg_2+X3*C02kg_3+X4*C02kg_4 
sumXYbot = Xl*C02kg_5+X2*C02kg_6+X3*C02kg_7+X4*C02kg_8 
sumX2 = Xl"2-X2"2+X3"2+X4^2 
SumY2top = C02kg_l*2+C02kg_2"2+C02kg_3"2+C02kg_4^2 
sumY2bot = C02kg_5"2+C02kg_6*2+C02kg_7*2+C02kg_8*2 

TopSlope = (4*sumXYtop-sumX*sumYtop)/(4*sumX2-sumX^2) 
BotSlope = (4*sumXYbot-sumX*sumYbot)/{4*sumX2-sumX^2) 

Rtop = (4*sumXYtop-sumX*sumYtop)/SQRT{4*sumX2-sumX"2)/SQRT(4*sumY2top-
sumYtop'^2) 
Rbot = (4*sumXYbot-sumX*sumYbot)/SQRT(4*sumX2-sumX''2)/SQRT{4*sumY2bot-
sumYbot*2) 

;(4) Calculate the effective dispersion for the top, Deff_top, and 
bottom, Deff_bot 
; These values are multiplied by le4 to get units of [cm^2/sec] 

Deff_top = abs(mdot/Area/TopSlope)*le4 
Deff_bot = abs(mdot/Area/BotSlope)*le4 

; (5) Calculate molecular diffusion coefficient using Fuller et al. 
(1966) 
; This value is multiplied by le4 to get units of [cm 2/sec] 

Dmol = 7.45e-7*({Tave+273)"l.75)/BarP_p*le4 

; (6) Calculate ratio of effective dispersion coefficient to molecular 
• diffusion coefficient for top, Ratio_t, and bottom, Ratio_b 

Ratio_t = Deff_top/Dmol 
Ratio_b = Deff_bot/Dmol 

; Add new variables to represent slopes x le5 for output to final 
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; storage 
TslopeE5 = TopSlope*le5 
BslopeES = BotSlope*le5 

: * * * • * * • * • • * * * • • 
End Effective Dispersion Calculation ***************** 

! * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **********i,****i,i,*^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 

; Automatic control of heater relays 
: * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * i , i , i , i , * ^ , ^ , ^ ^ , ^ ^ ^ ^ , ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

; Flag 1 can be set high manually by the user while the program is 
; running ^ 

;IF FLAG 1 IS HIGH, HEATER IS CAN BE TURNED ON OR OFF AS FOLLOWS: 
;IF Tave IS < 50F, THEN TURN ON HEATER RELAY 
;IF Tave IS > 56F, THEN TURN OFF HEATER RELAY 

61: If time is (P92) 
1: 1380 Minutes into a 
2: 1440 Minute Interval 
3: 21 Set Flag 1 Low 

62 
1 

If Flag/Port (P91) 
11 Do if Flag 1 is High 
3 0 Then Do 

63: If (X<=>F) (P89) 
1: 23 X Loc [ Tave ] 
2: 4 < 
3: 38 F 
4: 43 Set Port 3 High 

64: If (X<=>F) (P89) 
1: 23 X Loc [ Tave ] 
2: 3 >= 
3: 42 F 
4: 53 Set Port 3 Low 

65: Else (P94) 

66: If Flag/Port (P91) 
1: 21 Do if Flag 1 is Low 
2: 53 Set Port 3 Low 

67: End (P95) 

.******************************************************************* 
; Write parameters to final storage 

;OUTPUT TIME INTERVAL 
68: If time is {P92) 
1: 0 Minutes into a 
2: 5 Minute Interval 
3: 10 Set Output Flag High 

;OUTPUT ALL INPUT STORAGE LOCATIONS 

69: Real Time {P77)^21533 
1: 1220 Year,Day,Hour/Minute (midnight = 2400) 
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70: Resolution (P78) 
1: 1 High Resolution 

71 
1 
2 

Sample (P70)"9886 
72 Reps 
1 Loc ( batVolt 

•Table 2 Program 
02: 0.0000 Execution Interval (seconds) 

• • • • • » • • • • • • • • * » • • • , • • • ^ • • ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ • • ^ i , ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

Table 3 contains parameters that are specified by the user and 
may change from run to run. 

•Table 3 Subroutines 

1: Beginning of Subroutine {P85) 
1: 1 Subroutine 1 

;•••***************************************************** 
; Enter the flow rate of C02 {Q_C02) in [mL/min 
Q_C02 =0.36 

; * • • • • • • * * * * * » * • • • • • • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

; Enter the cross-sectional area of flow (Area) in [m*2] 
Area = 0.064 

• * * * * * * * * * • • • • • • • • • • • • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Enter x-locations of sensors [m]; conversion from inches 
to meters is [inches]*0.0254 = [m] 

XI = 3.75*0.0254 
X2 = 18.5*0.0254 
X3 = 30.5*0.0254 
X4 - 43.25*0.0254 

. • • • • • • • • • • • • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

; Enter Temp values for calibration ranges of C02 sensors in [C] 
Cl = 32 
C2 = 50 

2: End (P95) 

End Program 

-Input Locations-
1 batVolt 5 1 1 
2 RefTemp_C 9 2 1 
3 C02Nol_mv 9 1 1 
4 C02No2_mv 9 1 0 
5 C02No3_mv 9 1 0 
6 C02No4_mv 9 1 0 
7 C02No5_mv 9 1 0 
8 C02No6_mv 9 1 0 
9 C02No7_mv 9 1 0 
10 C02No8_mv 9 1 0 
11 BarP_mv 9 2 0 
12 openl 9 1 0 
13 open2 9 1 0 
14 open3 9 1 0 
15 Templ 9 0 1 
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16 rempj 9 3 0 
17 Temp3 9 3 0 
lí Temp4 ''3 0 
19 Temp'^ 9 3 0 
20 Tempb 9 3 0 
21 Temp"' 9 3 0 
22 Temp8 9 3 0 
2-< Tave 9 3 0 
24 Thotl 9 1 0 
-̂̂  Thoi2 9 1 0 
2t̂  Thot3 9 1 0 
:• 002Nol p 9 1 0 
28 O O : N O : P 9 1 0 
2̂ > 0 0 : N o p 9 1 0 
3C OO:N\ •; j p 9 1 0 
-1 OO:NO' P 9 1 0 
32 0 0 : N \ • ; 9 1 0 
3? 0 0 : \ o p 9 1 0 
.-^ 002Not: p 9 1 0 
35 B a r P l 9 2 1 
36 P A I F _ P 9 1 1 
3 " Q_C02 9 1 0 
-• S Area 9 1 0 
39 0 0 2 K O : 9 1 0 
4C 0 0 2 K 0 _ ; 9 1 0 
41 002 K3_.- 9 1 0 
4 : o o ; o-_4 9 1 0 
4;- 00 ;KG_5 9 1 0 
44 C02KG_6 9 1 C 
-3 5 00;KG_7 9 1 0 
4t o ; ; G_8 ? 1 0 
4-- MDOT 9 1 0 
46 XI 9 1 0 
4= X2 9 1 0 
5C X3 9 0 
51 X4 9 1 C 
52 SUMX 5 1 C 
53 SUMYTOP 5 1 C 
5 4 5U>!YB0T 5 1 0 
5 5 S-3 XVT:? 5 1 0 
56 SUT'tXYBCT 9 1 0 
5^ S'OMX; 9 1 0 
58 SUMY2T0P 9 1 0 
5 5 SUMY2BOT 9 1 C 
60 TOPSLOPE 9 1 0 
61 BOTSLOPE 9 1 0 
62 RT P 9 1 0 
63 RBOT 9 1 0 
64 OSFF_TOP 5 1 0 
65 DEFF_BOT 9 1 0 
66 DMOL 9 1 0 
67 RATIO_T 9 1 0 
68 RATIO_B 9 1 0 
69 TSL0PEE5 9 1 0 
70 BSL0PEE5 17 1 0 
71 Cl 1 1 0 
72 C2 1 8 0 
73 CSI_R 0 0 0 
74 C S I _ 1 0 0 0 
75 CSI_2 0 0 0 
76 CSI 3 0 0 0 
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-Program Security-
0000 
0000 
0000 
-Mode 4 -
-Final Storaqe Area 2-
0 
-CRIOX ID-
0 
-CRIOX Power Up-
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